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Resume 
Dette speciale har til formål, at analysere diskursen inden for udviklingsbistand i den 
offentlige danske debat. Ved hjælp af Ernesto Laclau og Chantal Mouffes diskursteori, 
sættes der fokus på, hvordan magtrelationer og hegemoni kommer til udtryk i debatten. Det 
bliver analyseret, hvorfor Christian Friis Bachs udtalelser, om blandt andet traditionelle 
afrikanske kulturers ikkeeksisterende værdi, betragtes som kontroversielle og, hvordan 
dette kommer til udtryk. Disse udtalelser fandt sted i sommeren 2013, hvorefter der opstod 
kæmpe debat i Danmark og internationalt om, hvad der er acceptabelt at sige, når det 
kommer til udvikling i Afrika. I debatten har Christian Friis Bach været anklaget for blandt 
andet neokolonialisme og kulturimperialisme, hvilket har sat fokus på og skabt røre 
omkring den måde hvorpå dansk udviklingsbistand gives. Derudover sættes der fokus på, 
hvorfor det, i den danske debat, ikke foretrækkes at man har en åben og ærlig debat, men i 
stedet for praktiserer en meget politisk korrekt tone. Endvidere, med udgangspunkt i Arturo 
Escobars genealogiske analyse af udviklingsbistandens historie i bogen Encountering 
Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World, i hvilken han gør brug af 
Michel Foucaults genealogiske analyseapparat, sættes der fokus på de historiske 
fænomener, som har haft betydning for tilblivelsen af udviklingsbistandsdiskursen. Dette 
skal ses i forhold til, hvordan magtrelationer og i særdeleshed vestlig magt, er med til at 
skabe diskursen.  
Til sidst gøres der brug af den slovenske filosof, Slavoj Žižek og hans kritik af 
menneskerettigheder og det vestlige demokratiet, hvilket belyser ovenstående udfra 
perspektiver vedrørende vestlig magt og en vestlig selvopfattelse af at være suveræn i 
forhold til tredjeverdens lande.      
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Problem definition 
‘Nogle har en lidt romantisk forestilling om, at de traditionelle kulturer har en værdi i sig 
selv, og de vil gerne sætte sig sammen med høvdingen og ordne tingene. Den forestilling 
deler jeg ikke’ (Politiken, July 9 2013). 
’Vi er oppe mod nogle aktivister, der drømmer om et biodynamisk frilandsmuseum. Men 
den drøm, jeg oplever i Afrika, handler om bæredygtig vækst. Og en masse arbejdspladser. 
Det er, hvad et massivt flertal af afrikanerne gerne vil have’ (Politiken, August 16 2013). 
 
These are the words of the former Danish Minister for Development Cooperation, 
Christian Friis Bach1, which, in the summer of 2013, started a huge debate in Denmark 
about the issues of development aid. The debate escalated in the Danish media subsequent 
to a letter sent by 60 African and international NGOs to all Danish Representatives in 
Africa in which they condemned Friis Bach’s rhetoric. A letter, which accuses Friis Bach 
of neo-colonialism and cultural imperialism manifested on behalf of the African people: 
‘We Africans assure Christian Friis Bach and all who think like him, that even though we 
are already being pillaged, we will never allow Africa to be economically recolonized. 
Never.’ It is interesting that the NGO representatives, who wrote the letter, condemn Friis 
Bach’s rhetoric, but still they prefer Friis Bach’s frank approach: ‘Truth be told, Minister 
Christian Friis Bach said exactly what many politicians and leaders of developed countries 
think but cleverly would never dare say. Frankly, we prefer Christian Friis Bach to those 
other dodgy individuals. Petulant or reckless, your Minister of Development Cooperation 
said just what he thinks, giving us a chance to rebut’ 
(http://ja4change.wordpress.com/2013/08/01/africa-is-sovereign-and-will-not-accept-
being-re-colonized/). 
Friis Bach’s statements, which he articulated in an interview with Politiken, became object 
for debate in several Danish newspapers and affected many people involved in Danish 
development work. One of the people who commented on the statements was Uffe Torm, 
                                                 
1 Friis Bach, Radikale Venstre, was minister from October 3 2011 to November 21 2013 and left office because of 
economic caos in the climate organization GGG1.  
http://borsen.dk/nyheder/politik/artikel/1/270963/medier_christian_friis_bach_gaar_af_som_minister.html  
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who is former head of secretary at Dansk Missionsråds Udviklingsafdeling (DMR-U). In a 
debate piece in Politiken on August 16 2013, Torm states that, ’Udviklingsministeren ejer 
ikke tvivlens nådegave. Han er helt sikker på, at de danske værdier er de eneste rigtige 
[…]’. Torm’s commentary piece is interesting because it contributes to a debate in 
Denmark of what is acceptable to say about development aid and what is inappropriate. 
Torm states that, ‘Ministeren tror åbenbart stadig på, at udvikling kan skabes udefra og 
komme oppefra’ (Politiken August 16 2013) arguing that Friis Bach’s opinion is very 
controversial since he does not recognize the value of traditional African cultures. 
Furthermore, Friis Bach’s rhetoric is criticized by Helle Munk Ravnborg who is 
chairperson for the Danish NGO, Mellemfolkelig Samvirke. In a debate, broadcasted on 
Danish radio P1 on August 26 2013, Ravnborg and Friis Bach discuss development aid and 
the perception of Africa as a victim; Ravnborg states that, ‘Danmark har altid været alles 
duks i bistandsklassen og nu kan man pludselig, og med god grund, stille spørgsmålstegn 
til, hvad er det der er den primære hensigt med den danske udviklingsbistand, det har fået 
rigtig mange organisationer op af stolen’ (P1 Debat, August 26, 2013). 
Based on the above-mentioned statements, I am motivated to analyze the public Danish 
debate with reference to the following: how the discourse on development aid is 
constructed and what mechanisms of power that hide within the discourse; why some 
statements are considered more controversial than others do in the public Danish debate; 
why the actors within the Danish debate react as they do; what the letter represents. The 
public Danish debate is based on disputing perspectives, but it is interesting to analyze 
whether the actors represent different discourses or whether it is possible that they speak 
within the same discourse, but use different rhetoric.  
By means of discourse analysis, I want to analyze the Danish discourse on development 
aid as it is presented in the public debate, thus why Friis Bach’s statements are regarded as 
controversial. In doing so, it is my aim to examine the hidden power relations, which exist 
within the discourse. This leads me to the following research question:  
 
How are power relations and hegemony manifested in the discourse on development 
aid in the public Danish debate?  
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The Danish development work 
In order to answer the research question and analyze the mechanisms of power within the 
development discourse, it is essential to understand what constitutes development aid in 
Denmark today. In the following, I will shortly account for the current government strategy 
on development aid, ‘The Right to a Better Life’, which was launched in May 2012. It is 
presented as a new strategy for Denmark’s development cooperation, which contains the 
goal of fighting poverty with human rights and economic growth (http://um.dk/en/danida-
en/goals/strategy/). The four overall focal points of the strategy are human rights and 
democracy, green growth, social progress and, stability and protection. With this strategy, 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs provides a guideline for Danish development work by 
obligating itself to: 
 
 apply human rights as a core value in our partnerships and use principles of non-
discrimination, participation, transparency and participation in all phases of our 
development cooperation 
 work to promote all human rights - economic, social, cultural, civil and political – 
with a special focus on women’s rights and equal access to decision-making, 
resources and opportunities 
 systematically strengthen capacities of public authorities, civil societies and rights 
holders 
 work to strengthen the participation of the least developed countries in the 
development of the international legal order (http://um.dk/en/~/media/UM/Danish-
site/Documents/Danida/Det-vil-vi/right_to_a_better_life_pixi.pdf) 
   
This strategy is currently the pivotal point of Danish development work, which means that 
the actors who participate in the debate are dealing with the above in which case their 
arguments, to some extent, relate to the government strategy. The strategy is not a part of 
my empirical material and will not be analyzed. Rather, I will draw on the four focal 
points, which is an overall guideline on which the current Danish development work is 
founded.  
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Theory and analytical strategy 
In this paragraph, I will account for the theories, which I have chosen to help me answer 
the research question. Since I am going to analyze the Danish discourse on development 
aid and the hidden power relations, which discourse contains, I am going to use Laclau and 
Mouffe’s discourse theory, which is both theory and method. Therefore, in this paragraph I 
will explain the strategy and analytical approach, which I will use when analyzing the 
Danish debate on development aid.  
Since discourse theory is also a method, I will explain my analytical strategy together with 
the theory. I will use Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory as my theoretical foundation as 
well as my analytical tool to examine the empirical material. In their theory, Laclau and 
Mouffe is concerned with analyzing how the structure of a discourse is organized and 
changed, which is done by looking at the way in which articulations reproduce, challenge 
and transform discourses. Therefore, by focusing on the structure of the Danish discourse 
on development aid with respect to Laclau and Mouffe’s discursive strategy, I am able to 
examine the hidden power relations, which exist within the Danish aid discourse.  
Moreover, with his concept of genealogy, Foucault also work according to discourse theory 
and he agrees with Laclau and Mouffe on the poststructuralist assumption that everything 
achieves its meaning and identity through discourse. Both approaches view history as an 
important feature and both regard power as something fundamental in society. 
Furthermore, both theories reject the structuralist and Marxist interpretation of the world, 
which is why I find it relevant to draw on both Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory and 
genealogy. Whereas Laclau and Mouffe’s method is concerned with antagonisms, 
hegemony and the circumstances under which subjects are positioned, genealogy, which 
also revolves around discourse and power, is concerned with the circumstances, power 
relations and events within history that shape discourses. Therefore, in my aim to analyze 
the hidden power relations in the Danish debate on development aid, I am going to draw on 
Laclau and Mouffe’s perception of discourse theory. Furthermore, since the discourse 
presented in the Danish debate is rooted in the history of development aid, it is highly 
relevant to use the genealogical method in order to analyze the power relations and 
circumstances in history such as colonialism, which have shaped the development 
discourse. 
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I will divide the analysis into two parts. The first part will be a discourse analysis of the 
empirical material in which I will use Laclau and Mouffe’s theory with particular focus on 
the specific articulations that are produced within the discourse. This gives me the 
opportunity to examine whether the articulations exist within the same discourse or 
whether they challenge and/or transform the existing discourse. Furthermore, Laclau and 
Mouffe’s discourse theory is also concerned with the aspect of hegemony, which is 
interesting in relation to the inevitable presence of power in society. Laclau describes 
hegemony as a concept that ‘did not emerge to define a new type of relation in its specific 
identity, but to fill a hiatus that had opened in the chain of historical necessity […] 
Hegemony becomes the key concept in understanding the very unity of existing in a 
concrete social formation’ (Laclau and Mouffe, 2001: 7). Hegemony is an interesting 
concept within discourse theory because hegemony is the aspect, which dictates meaning, 
thus controls what is ‘true’ within a particular discourse. In this part of the analysis, I will 
also draw on Lars Jensen’s book, Danmark: Rigsfællesskabet, Tropekolonier og den 
Postkoloniale arv (Jensen, 2012) in which he analyzes Danish development aid in a 
historical perspective. It is interesting to implement Jensen’s perspective on the Danish 
development work since it offers a rather critical view on Danish self-interest regarding 
development.      
 
In the second part of the analysis, I will draw on Arturo Escobar’s analysis of the 
development history from the book, Encountering Development: the Making and 
Unmaking of the Third World (Escobar, 1995) in which he uses Foucault’s concept of 
genealogy. I find it relevant to use genealogy in order to show that the Danish development 
discourse is a product of the development history embedded in varies phenomena and 
power relations.  
In his book, Escobar focuses on development as a concept, which is generally considered 
as something normative; an assumption of which he is critical. With Escobar’s critical 
approach to development aid in mind, it is interesting to use the concept of genealogy 
because it is not normative; genealogy does not consider history according to past, present 
and future, but view it in relation to power and knowledge, which then creates new kind of 
hegemonic knowledge. 
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Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory 
As mentioned previously, I am interested in analyzing the discourse in the Danish debate 
about development aid and by means of discourse analysis, I will examine the hidden 
power relations in the Danish debate about aid i.e. how it is constructed through language, 
which makes it particular relevant to use Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory, which is 
developed through a deconstructive reading of structural linguistics (Torfing i Janoski et al. 
2005: 158). 
The discourse theory, which also functions as my analytical tool, is created by the 
Argentine theorist Ernesto Laclau and the Belgian philosopher Chantal Mouffe. Their 
theory is based on the idea that everything can be seen as a discursive construction and can 
therefore be analyzed discursively, which is a perception they share with Foucault. Laclau 
and Mouffe do not distinguish between discursive and non-discursive phenomena, which 
means that they understand all social practices as fully discursive. They argue that if so-
called non-discursive phenomena such as institutions, techniques and productive 
organizations were to be analyzed as non-discursive, it would result in differential 
positions among objects not occurring from a necessity outside of the system in which they 
are structured, thus leading to the conclusion that non-discursive objects can only be 
perceived as discursive articulations (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 107).  
Theoretical terms 
In their discourse theory, Laclau and Mouffe introduce several theoretical terms, which 
function as the foundation for my analysis of the empirical material. Basically, Laclau and 
Mouffe use the term articulation to describe what happens in discourse; any kind of 
practice, which forms a relation between elements giving them meaning and identity is 
articulation, and they state that, ‘the structured totality resulting from the articulatory 
practice, we call discourse’ (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 107). However, though they view 
everything discursively, is not the same as stating that they simplify everything according 
to language since they see discourse as something material; according to their theory, both 
social and physical objects do exist, but the way in which we view physical features and 
interpret their meaning is directly linked to the systems of meaning, which is established 
through discourse. This means that no object has a meaning in itself; meaning is added via 
discourse (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 108). A woman, for instance, is physical object. 
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However, the meaning of the word woman has no objective meaning because there is no 
direct coherence between the physical object woman and the associations we get when we 
hear the word woman; thus, the meaning of woman is constructed and can vary according 
to the discourse in which the word appears. In Laclau and Mouffe’s theory, the meaning of 
a social phenomenon is never completely fixed, which creates a situation of an on-going 
struggle of what gets to define society and identity.  
According to Laclau and Mouffe, the formation of a discourse can be seen as a regularity 
of dispersion i.e. a controlled spreading of elements and be thought of as an ensemble of 
positions (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 26). Though they rely on ‘unfixity’ as a basic 
principle in discourse, they trust that a discourse is impossible without fixation of meaning 
to a certain degree: ‘Any discourse is constituted as an attempt to dominate the field of 
discursivity, to arrest the flow of differences, to construct a centre’ (Laclau and Mouffe 
2001: 112). A discourse has the ability to change, but in order to create meaning, stability is 
essential, and that is created around certain ‘privileged discursive points of partial 
fixation’, which Laclau and Mouffe calls nodal points (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 112). A 
nodal point is in itself empty, which means that it does not acquire meaning until it is 
placed within a particular discourse. Laclau and Mouffe state that, ‘Society never manages 
to be identical to itself, as every nodal point is constituted within an intertextuality that 
overflows it’ (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 113). The practice of an articulation rests on the 
creation of nodal points that fix meaning to a certain degree; ‘and the partial character of 
this fixation proceeds from openness of the social, a result, in its turn, of the constant 
overflowing of every discourse by the infinitude of the field of discursivity’ (Laclau and 
Mouffe 2001: 113). In addition, a nodal point can be seen as a key word of a certain 
discourse, which other signs are centered around and they obtain meaning through their 
relationship to the nodal point. Signs such as vækst, høvding and investering gain their 
meaning by being related to the nodal point aid in particular ways, and each sign is fixed as 
a moment via its relations to other signs. This means that, in any other given context, the 
signs could have other meanings, but the way in which a particular meaning is created in a 
given discourse, is by means of exclusion of these other possible meanings of a single sign. 
In addition, just as signs are defined according to other signs, so does social actions, they 
gain meaning from their relationship and opposition to other actions (Phillips and 
Jørgensen 2002: 36). In other words, meaning is never fixed and signs can have multiple 
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meanings, but within a particular discourse, the meaning of a sign is determined according 
to the ‘topic’ of the discourse. These exclusions of possibilities Laclau and Mouffe call the 
field of discursivity i.e. everything outside the discourse (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 26-
27). The field of discursivity covers varies meanings of every sign in other discourses, but 
through the specific discourse, these meanings are excluded in order to create a unity of 
meaning; therefore, a discourse is always defined according to what it excludes. However, 
precisely because a discourse is defined according to the outside, and what it excludes, 
there is always a risk that the discourse may be undermined or disrupted by other ways of 
fixing the meaning of the signs (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 26-27). In relation to the 
latter, the concept of element is significant; in contrast to moments, which appear 
articulated, elements are signs that have not yet obtained a fixed meaning i.e. they are 
polysemic, which means they have multiple, potential meanings.  
 
The point of a discourse is to transform elements into moments by transforming their 
polysemy into a fixed meaning. This fixation of an element generates what Laclau and 
Mouffe determine closure, the point in which a sign stops having multiple, potential 
meanings. However, the transformation of a sign from element to moment is never 
definitive since a discourse cannot obtain a state of completely fixation due to the risk of 
being changed in the field of discursivity. In addition, Laclau and Mouffe use the term 
floating signifier, which refers to a sign that ‘float’ between different discourses competing 
with other floating signifiers to add meaning to it according to their specific discourse. 
Floating signifiers are elements, which are incapable of being wholly articulated to a 
discursive chain (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 113).  
Their discourse theory operates with the term moment, which is ‘the differential positions 
insofar as they appear articulated within a discourse’ (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 105). 
All signs in a discourse are moments and they gain their meaning by being different from 
other signs. But in language, signs have different relations to each other, which means that 
they continually gain new meanings relative of which context they appear in (Phillips and 
Jørgensen 2002: 26). In other words, ‘all identity are relational and all relations have a 
necessary character.’ What they mean by necessary is the fact that any structure needs 
regulations of its positions, which then again means that no relation can be external 
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because it would create a situation in which the identity of the elements would exist 
outside the relation. 
Laclau has introduced the term myth, which refers to all terms for society as a totality, and 
they are all floating signifiers i.e. a ‘space of representation which bears no relation of 
continuity with the ‘structural objectivity’’ (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 39). The myth 
equals distortion in a society because it is a misrepresentation of reality. However, it is 
necessary for our interaction and behavioral patterns because it acts as a kind of frame that 
we can relate to, which is essential in order to establish consensus.    
 
Another important term in Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory is subject position. The 
concept is essential because, within discourse theory, the subject is empty on its own since 
the position of every subject is constructed discursively; thus, the significant factor is the 
circumstance under which the subject is constructed within a discursive structure. Laclau 
and Mouffe states that, ‘Subjects cannot, therefore, be the origin of social relations – not 
even in the limited sense of being endowed with powers that render an experience possible 
– as all ‘experience’ depends on precise discursive conditions of possibility’ (Laclau and 
Mouffe, 2001: 115). Furthermore, the term subject position is useful in discourse theory in 
order to remove focus from the subject, but when the subject is ‘categorized’ with specific 
characteristics, for instance human being, female/male or ‘Man’, ‘this ‘imaginary 
signification’ produces concrete effects in the diverse social practices’ (Laclau and Mouffe, 
2001: 118). As with anything else in discourse theory, subject positions can never be 
completely fixed: ‘Owing to this very absence of a final suture, the dispersion of subject 
positions cannot constitute a solution…’ (Laclau and Mouffe, 2001: 122). The point of 
operating with the term subject position instead of subject is to ‘contextualize’ the subject 
and define it according to its position. For instance, the expression ‘working class’ is used 
to define a specific subject in the relation of production, and to name the agents who 
occupy the subject position (Laclau an Mouffe, 2001: 118). In relation to this project, it is 
relevant to use the term subject position since I am not interested in the actors of the public 
debate per se; I am interested in how their different positions create different 
understandings of development aid, thus how they (re)produce subject positions.     
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Within discourse theory, Laclau and Mouffe also operate with the concept of antagonism, 
which is the term denoting conflict. Antagonisms appear when different identities prevent 
each other from being complete. Laclau and Mouffe describes antagonism as if ‘the 
presence of the ‘Other’ prevents me from being totally myself. The relation arises not from 
full totalities, but from the impossibility of their constitution’ (Laclau and Mouffe, 2001: 
125). In other words, antagonism is a struggle for meaning that exists within social 
relations in which the different identities makes conflicting demands towards the actions of 
one another, but at the same ground, thus the different discourses are blocking each other 
(Jørgensen og Phillips, 1999:60). 
Furthermore, Laclau and Mouffe defines antagonisms as something, which is external to 
society; antagonisms constitute the limits of society since society can never fully constitute 
itself (Laclau and Mouffe, 2001: 125). In relation to the public Danish debate about 
development aid, it is interesting to focus on the antagonisms because the entire debate per 
se is a struggle for meaning and the different arguments are blocking each other thus 
preventing each other from being complete.   
Poststructuralism 
Laclau and Mouffe have created their discourse theory based on a critique of Marxism and 
structuralism. They have used elements from the two theoretical directions, revised it to fit 
their worldview and have then created a poststructuralist theory; a theory that views an 
entire social field as a net of processes in which meaning is formed. Poststructuralist 
discourse theory is a tool for analyzing the rules and meaning that control the political 
construction of social, political, and cultural identity (Torfing i Janoski et al. 2005: 153).  
The difference between structuralism and poststructuralism is primarily the fact that 
structuralism put emphasis on language whereas poststructuralism is interested in social 
phenomena. Poststructuralism rejects the structuralist view of language as a system of 
fixed entities. Therefore, as poststructuralists, Laclau and Mouffe work according to the 
belief that everything is constructed. They are interested in how language adds meaning to 
reality and how these creations of meaning through discourse contribute to the construction 
of the social reality. In addition, Laclau and Mouffe’s poststructuralist discourse theory 
claims that language is constantly changing and that language, as a system, plays an active 
role in shaping the reality; therefore, our understanding of reality changes.    
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According to Laclau, discourse is also based on the idea of deconstruction; that is, 
deconstruction of the discursive hierarchies, which creates a distinction between the 
normal and the irregular, between order and disorder, and between the sensible and 
nonsensical, and through these deconstructions, there is always the possibility of 
reactivating the political origin of the social, thus creating new discourses (Torfing i 
Janoski et al. 2005: 153). Furthermore, poststructuralist theory also objects to the idea that 
meaning can be definitively fixed. Therefore, Laclau and Mouffe states that, ‘unfixity has 
become the condition of every social identity’ (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 85).  
 
With their discourse theory, Laclau and Mouffe deal with analyzing how the structure of a 
discourse is organized and changed, which is done by looking at the way in which 
articulations reproduce, challenge and transform discourses. Thus, in order to use Laclau 
and Mouffe’s discourse theory in practice, it is essential to focus on the specific 
articulations, which a certain discourse reproduces, and whether it challenges and 
transforms an existing discourse by redefining its moments. 
Laclau and Mouffe’s idea that discourse consists of flexible and ever changing structures 
can also be applied to all social phenomena. Generally, within a society people behave 
according to their unconscious belief that their ‘reality’ is stable, and act as if their identity 
and social affiliation is an objective truth. The analysis of the social does not aim at 
analyzing the ‘reality’ of a society, but to examine how people construct their ‘reality’ to 
make it seem objective and natural to them. Whereas Marxism believe in an objective 
social structure, Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory is founded on the assumption that 
we ‘construct objectivity through the discursive production of meaning’ (Phillips and 
Jørgensen 2002: 33). 
Laclau and Mouffe does not acknowledge the existence of society since they believe that 
society, objectively speaking, can never be completed. Instead of talking about structure, 
Laclau and Mouffe work with the concept of discourse referring to the structuring of signs 
in relation to each other, but which, as mentioned previously, can never constitute a fixed 
meaning. According to their theory, the idea that people identify themselves according to a 
certain class is not a societal, objective construction, but rather a picture of a temporary 
closure, which have excluded other possible means of identification (Phillips and 
Jørgensen 2002:39). According to discourse theory, totality of society does not exist, it is 
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evident that we behave in a way that denotes this sense of totality and inevitably, we 
articulate it as such. We need to use words like ‘people’ and ‘the country’ in order to define 
ourselves and unconsciously we recognize totality, which is fictional, by assigning these 
categories objectively. Because Laclau and Mouffe believe that society cannot be 
perceived objectively, they also reject the Marxist idea of society as a totality, organized 
according to classes produced by the economy, classes that have a fixed relation to one 
another. Instead, Laclau and Mouffe see ‘society’ as a structure, but that of a discourse, 
which is fluent and temporary.  
Hegemony  
The concept of hegemony was created by the Italian philosopher, sociologist and political 
theorist, Antonio Gramsci who developed the theory based on a critique of Marxism. In 
short, Marxism places economy at the center of society, which means the factor that 
explains everything; hence, economy regulates what people say and think. In other words, 
form and functions of the state are essential in Marxist theory and political class struggle, 
which are fought out at a superstructural level is determined by the inner movements of the 
economic infrastructure (Torfing i Janoski et al. 2005: 159). Gramsci rejects the Marxist 
conception of society, believes that the structure of society, economy and civil society are 
articulated within a historical bloc that are shaped and reshaped through political struggle, 
and is not solely about class content (Torfing i Janoski et al. 2005: 159). Gramsci changed 
the notion of hegemony by showing that the formation of a political and moral leadership 
can be shaped by the articulation of many different ideological elements, which modifies 
the political forces behind it. In addition, Gramsci believes that a political force is 
hegemonic when it succeeds to break its own interests and present itself as the collective 
will with a national and popular character (Torfing i Janoski et al. 2005: 163). Laclau and 
Mouffe are inspired by Gramsci, but have radicalized his theory by rejecting the idea that 
only the proletariat and the bourgeoisie can exercise hegemony (Torfing i Janoski et al. 
2005: 163).  
 
Hegemonic discourses ’dictate’ the meaning 
Laclau and Mouffe address the notion of organic crisis, a situation in which the relational 
system that defines the identities of any social or political space has been weakened 
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resulting in a production of floating elements. An organic crisis is the result of an 
overdetermination of circumstances, which not only produces antagonisms, but also 
represents a general crisis of social identities (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 136). Antagonisms 
occur when discourses clash, but may end if a hegemonic intervention takes place, which 
means that with help from force, it loses its ambiguity (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 48). 
Hegemony is similar to discourse because both terms denote a fixation of elements in mo-
ments. However, the hegemonic intervention achieves this fixation across discourses that 
collide antagonistically. The hegemonic intervention is successful if one discourse becomes 
the dominating discourse as opposed to discourses in conflict, and thereby the antagonism 
is dissolved (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 48).  
Laclau and Mouffe point out that hegemony exists everywhere in society and plays an ac-
tive role in changing it in the sense that a hegemonic discourse ‘dictates’ the meanings, 
thoughts and actions that are possible in a given context. This mean that a hegemonic dis-
course is able to create a ‘fixed truth’ as long as it happens within the hegemonic discourse 
itself. Hegemony occurs inside a sphere of articulations in which the elements have not yet 
become fixed moments and where some kind of confrontation between antagonist dis-
courses is present. Therefore, it would not make sense to hegemonize something over 
something else in a field where the meaning of all things were completely fixed (Laclau 
and Mouffe 2001: 134).  
According to Laclau and Mouffe, the hegemonic subject have to be partly excluded from 
what it articulates, since without an exteriority there would be no articulation at all. 
However, this exteriority cannot correspond to two fully established discursive formations 
because a discursive formation is characterized by the regularity in dispersion i.e. the 
spreading, and if the exteriority is a regular feature in the relation between two formations, 
it would mean a new difference and the two formations would not be external to each other 
(Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 135). In order to speak of hegemony, the articulatory moment is 
not sufficient and furthermore, hegemony is constituted by a confrontation between 
opposed practices that have to happen within the articulation.   
Antagonisms can be solved by means of a hegemonic intervention, which means that if a 
powerful articulation reconstructs unambiguity in a way, which causes the dominating 
discourse to fix a meaning in a certain way, it ‘wins’ the battle. Thus, a hegemonic 
discourse fixes meaning in a way that excludes other possible meanings and is therefore 
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likely to obtain a status of being objective and true. In addition, it is essential to hegemony 
that a hegemonic discourse never becomes completely fixed because of the contingents of 
articulations. 
 
Politics is essential 
Politics is essential to Laclau and Mouffe because politicians define what people say and 
think by means of what they express and therefore, they define how a society is created 
(Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 34). However, it must be understood that they mean politics 
in a broader sense than merely party politics and politicians; in Laclau and Mouffe’s 
theory, politics refers to ‘the manner in which we constantly constitute the social in ways 
that exclude other ways’ (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 36).  
According to Laclau and Mouffe, actions are contingent i.e. temporarily fixed within a 
field of continually decision-making actions that changes and reproduces the present 
discourse, thus changes society. In other words, politics is not just a surface, as much as the 
social organization that appears by means of endless political processes (Phillips and 
Jørgensen 2002: 36).  
 
Struggling versus sedimented discourse 
Laclau and Mouffe operate with the notion of struggling discourses, which refers to the 
situation in which different actors are campaigning for their methods to organize and run 
society. In relation to the Danish debate about development aid in Denmark, it is 
interesting to analyze the different opinions of the opposing actors in the debate and look at 
the struggling discourses; considering struggling discourses is only possible if the actors 
within the debate represent different discourses per se and are not merely to be considered 
as different opinions within the same discourse concerning development aid.   
In other cases, there is no struggle because our social behavior can seem so natural that we 
do not question the discourse or think of alternatives. The discourses, which are broadly 
recognized and ‘natural’ have no contingency and are known to be objective in discourse 
theory. In Denmark, for instance, it is ‘natural’ for all children to attend primary and 
elementary school and it has been established as objective social behavior, which is not 
questioned. Objectivity does not occur automatically; it is the historical result of political 
processes and struggles i.e. a sedimented discourse (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 36). 
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However, consistent with the basic principles of discourse theory, the boundary between 
the ‘natural’ and the ‘disputed’ is fluent, and discourses, which have been sedimented, can 
therefore easily reenter the game of politics and become struggling discourses within new 
articulations (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 36).  
 
Hegemony is created in the field between ‘objectivity’ and ‘the political’. In the same way 
as the objective can return to being political, so can obvious struggles, over time, withdraw 
in favor of objectivity in which one perspective is ‘natural’, thus establishing consensus 
(Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 37). A hegemonic intervention is a process in which political 
conflict develops towards objectivity, a procedure, which subdues other understandings of 
the world thus resulting in the neutralization of one single perspective.     
Niels Åkerstrøm Andersen, who has studied Laclau’s discourse theory in detail, states that 
the concept of hegemony is about the incompleteness of the structures and is linked to the 
floating elements of the discourse. Hegemony is only happening when the discourses are 
not completely fixed, as long as the elements contain a surplus of meaning, and as long as 
the signifiers are not definitively tied to the signified. Furthermore, the point of hegemony 
is to bring together elements, which have not previously been related (Åkerstrøm 1999: 
98).  
It is considered that hegemony is a kind of political relation because it cannot be regarded 
as an articulation from a privileged point, but hegemony is then, basically, metonymical: 
‘its effects always emerge from surplus of meaning which results from an operation of 
displacement’ (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 141). If, for instance, a Danish NGO maintain a 
particular organizational function in the society and then go beyond the traditional 
practices of their activities, which may be combatted and resisted by opposing forces, it is 
an operation of displacement. According to Laclau and Mouffe, these moments of 
dislocation are essential to hegemony because it contains the very sense of hegemony, 
namely that ‘no social identity is ever totally acquired – a fact which gives the articulatory-
hegemonic moment the full measure of its centrality’ (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 142). 
Furthermore, the essential point of hegemony is that no hegemonic logic can account for 
the totality of the social and create its centre because that would mean the production of 
new suture and the concept of hegemony would eradicate itself (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 
142).   
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It has now been clarified why Laclau and Mouffe is interested in hegemony and what 
principles the concept is based on; that is, ‘the openness and indeterminacy of the social, 
which gives a primary and founding character to negativity and antagonism, and assures 
the existence of articulatory and hegemonic practice’ (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 145). I 
find it relevant to draw on the concept of hegemony in my discourse analysis because 
within hegemony lies the aspect of confrontation, which is interesting to look at in relation 
to the disputing arguments/discourses presented in my empirical material. Furthermore, as 
Åkerstrøm states, hegemony is about incompleteness of structures and is linked to the 
floating elements of the discourse and the point of incompleteness is indeed to be 
considered when analyzing potential hidden power relations within the discourse of 
development aid. With respect to my research question, I find it relevant to use the concept 
of hegemony because it is a concept of power that inevitably shapes the discourse, which it 
contains, thus it is interesting to look at how the hegemony within the development 
discourse determines what is perceived as controversial and not. Laclau and Mouffe’s 
discourse theory and concept of hegemony give me the opportunity to analyze on the 
hidden power relations that exist in the Danish debate on development and their approach 
makes it possible to analyze in detail how the subject positions of the actors shape, 
challenge and reproduce the discourse.           
 
Foucault 
The following will be a theoretical presentation of Foucault’s concept of genealogy, which 
Escobar’s genealogical analysis of development is based on. Therefore, in order to be able 
to use Escobar’s genealogical analysis, it is necessary to clarify what constitutes the 
concept of genealogy. Before unfolding the concept of genealogy, I will explain Foucault’s 
idea of power and knowledge, which are important in genealogy.  
 
Foucault does not think of power as a resource, but rather as force of society, which is 
embedded within all social relation – not a negative form of power, but a productive one, 
which contains the neutral ability to cause, change and affect all social relations. He is 
interested in the relation of knowledge and power and their relation to the ‘subject’. 
Foucault states that, ‘the exercise of power creates and causes to emerge new objects of 
knowledge and accumulates new bodies of information […] the exercise of power 
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perpetually creates knowledge and, conversely, knowledge constantly induces effects of 
power’ (Foucault 1994: xvi). In other words, power and knowledge condition each other 
because the use of power will inevitably result in new forms of knowledge i.e. experience, 
and power is presupposed by knowledge, thus power is impossible without knowledge. 
Foucault believes that power cannot be pointed at since it is everywhere in society and 
functions as a factor of production (Åkerstrøm 1999: 30-31). In addition, he believes that 
power only exists when put into action: ‘power is not a function of consent. In itself it is 
not a renunciation of freedom, a transference of rights, the power of each and all delegated 
to a few […] ; the relationship of power can be the result of a prior or permanent consent, 
but it is not by nature the manifestation of a consensus’ (Foucault in Dreyfus and Rabinow 
1982: 788). 
As human beings, we have within us a dignity as self-concerned ‘subjects’, we perceive us 
selves as knowing and knowable peoples with individual minds. However, Foucault 
explains that this self-perception coexists with and is rooted in a less noble aspect of our 
modern condition as individuals, namely, the fact that we exist under constant and 
unescapable supervision. A society without power and supervision is unimaginable 
because it is necessary to sustain order. However, with his theory of power, Foucault wants 
to challenge the Neo-Freudian idea that power acts like a lawgiver that forbids and 
represses, and he believes that subjectivity is created through power relations (Foucault 
1994: xvi). Foucault’s point is that power cannot be directly pointed at; it is everywhere in 
society and functions as a factor of production, which means that it is neither concrete nor 
static (Åkerstrøm 1999: 30). ‘In effect, what defines a relationship of power is that it is a 
mode of action which does not act directly and immediately on others. Instead, it acts upon 
their actions: an action upon an action, on existing actions or on those, which may arise in 
the present or the future’ (Foucault in Dreyfus and Rabinow 1982: 789).   
Foucault’s power analytics rejects the idea that power equals dominance and repression 
and instead look at the term discursively, as something that underlines the productive 
aspects of power. According to Foucault, power is neither dominance, nor the capacity to 
act, but the way actions affect other actions by means of shaping the identity and horizon 
of meaning of the acting subjectivities (Torfing i Janoski et al. 2005: 158).  
He uses discourse as a tool to find out how power is crated and maintained in the society. 
The reason why discourse is essential when talking about power, is that every discourse 
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comprises an exclusion procedure in the sense that a certain discourse contains only 
limited opportunities for speech. All discourses are excluding; not only does a discourse 
exclude certain arguments, themes and speech positions it also stigmatizes certain groups 
in society leaving them powerless, which then gives legitimacy to other groups. Foucault’s 
is interested in questioning the discursive truism and he wishes to problematize knowledge 
as being a neutral speech position because he addresses the problem that people tend to 
look at knowledge as neutral.  
According to Foucault, the reason why knowledge is not objective is that every speech is a 
speech within a certain discourse based on a certain set of rules of acceptability. Like 
Laclau and Mouffe, Foucault is poststructuralists; he believes that speech and texts have no 
real meaning on their own, but meaning exists when everything we observe is 
communicated in an inter-subjective context i.e. everything obtains its meaning through 
language.  
 
Genealogy 
As mentioned previously, I will use Foucault’s genealogical approach to contextualize the 
development discourse historically. However, genealogy is not the traditional way writing 
of history, which is according to chronology. The point of using the genealogic method is 
to present varies historical phenomena and power relations that have influenced a certain 
discourse. Genealogy is a methodological practice that opposes traditional ways of writing 
history; shortly, genealogy questions and decomposes truism and the moral of history; ‘the 
genealogist is a diagnostician who concentrates on the relation of power, knowledge, and 
the body in modern society […] its aim is to “record the singularity of events outside of 
any monotonous finality”’ (Foucault 1982: 105-106).  
 
Foucault in Nietzsche’s perception of genealogy 
Genealogy was first developed by Nietzsche and in the late twentieth century, Foucault 
expanded the concept. In the beginning, Nietzsche searched for the origin of good and evil, 
but discovered that no such thing existed because addressing the question of good and evil 
would be to acknowledge that good and evil exist as something that can be defined from a 
normative view point, which he recognized was impossible. Consequently, Nietzsche 
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began to investigate how good and evil came into being and how the concept was invented. 
The key point in his work is where human values come from and it has developed over 
time; Nietzsche questions the value of the values good and evil, hence practizes moral 
critique. When looking at history genealogically, history is not to be understood as 
chronological development, which progresses consecutively in time, but rather as a non-
linear type of development in which new types of values are added, some disappear, some 
develop alongside with other values and some have nothing do to with each other. 
 
Three types of history writing 
According to Nietzsche, there are three different types of history writing: the monumental, 
the archivist and the critical in which the latter represents the genealogical approach. The 
monumental is non-critical history writing, which studies the coherence and continuity of 
‘the great’ of all times. It abandons the heterogeneous and generalizes, and Nietzsche 
claims that it deceives reality by using analogies, which is inaccurate and foolish such as 
the history of a mother country (Niels Åkerstrøm, 1999: 53) The archivist form of history 
writing is one, which studies the past merely for the sake of the past itself. It collects 
history and acknowledges everything, which leads to unawareness and ignorance of the 
future. The critical way of writing history is ‘pro-life’. It acknowledges the necessity of 
deconstructing the past and demands accountability in history. Genealogy is not a matter of 
pursuing justice, but a method of using the past to look forward. According to Nietzsche, it 
is not essential to remember the past; rather, it is essential to avoid placing notions of past, 
present and future because these are irrelevant concepts within a discursive context (Niels 
Åkerstrøm1999: 53).  
 
Foucault’s notion of genealogy 
Whereas Nietzsche sees morality and social institutions in the tactics of individual actors, 
Foucault believe that all psychological motivation are not the source, but the result of 
strategies without strategists. In genealogy, Foucault believes that force relations work 
themselves out in particular events, historical movements, and history. (Dreyfus and 
Rabinow 1982: 109) Foucault object to Nietzsche’s idea of divine truth, that God is Truth 
and instead he is concerned with how both scientific objectivity and subjective intentions 
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emerge together in a space set up not by individuals but by social practices (Dreyfus and 
Rabinow 1982: 108). 
According to Foucault, genealogy is not about discovering substantial objects or reveal 
their relationships to other objects. The point of genealogy is to study the emergence of a 
battle, which defines and clears a space. In genealogy, ‘subjects do not first preexist and 
later enter into combat or harmony. In genealogy subjects emerge on a field of battle and 
play their roles, there and there alone’ (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1982: 109). Furthermore, for 
Foucault the task of the genealogist is to destroy the primacy of origins, of unchanging 
truths. He seeks to destroy the doctrines of development and progress (Dreyfus and 
Rabinow 1982: 108-109). 
Thus, archeology, which is one of Foucault’s earlier concepts, is not essential in genealogy; 
the notion of time is not important, but significant is those power relations that emerge 
from phenomena, and how power and knowledge, by means of governmentality, create 
new kinds of hegemonic knowledge. 
 
Regularity and discontinuity  
Foucault is interested in the regularity of the irregular, which is the basis for archeological 
discourse analysis. At the same time, he is interested in the life giving strategy that 
destroys truism, which is about discovering discontinuity i.e. genealogic discourse 
analysis. Genealogy comprises a method of observation to point out the discontinuity 
within a phenomenon that presents itself as continuative i.e. destroy truism (Åkerstrøm 
1999: 54-55). According to Foucault, the genealogical discourse analysis contains three 
life-giving directions, which contain aspects of destruction: destruction of reality, which 
opposes history by questioning the recognition of self in historical documents, destruction 
of identity, which is a method that challenges ‘dead’ writing of history by questioning the 
course of humanization of society as a linear process. It is not about finding our identity in 
the history, but about segregating identity from history as such. The third method, 
destruction of truth, is a vital aspect in Foucault’s work. In relation to development aid, 
Foucault would argue that the truth about aid cannot be found within the history of aid 
itself because the truth about aid is created within everything that surrounds aid, namely 
inside the society.  
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The main problem about ‘dead’ history writing is that it only draws attention to the 
prevailing discourse, thus lacking to describe other undermined discourses. In doing so, 
history is presented as a homogenous, linear course of events, which is completely 
inaccurate. Therefore, the aim of genealogy is to present history as a genealogical tree with 
many branches and facets. When analyzing history according to genealogy, it is essential to 
avoid defining what is being studied beforehand. It is important to examine how the field 
of study is historically constructed and not simply focus on incidents, which may seem 
obvious; that means also to focus on events without much influence, to look at its meaning 
and how it has changed (Torfing i Janoski et al. 2005: 158).  
In terms of power and knowledge, genealogy aims at providing an interpretation that does 
not see power as something, which one group possesses and another group lacks. It does 
not view knowledge as something objective or subjective, but rather as a central 
component in the historical transformation of various regimes of power and truth (Dreyfus 
and Rabinow 1982: 117). Power is not restricted to political institutions. Power plays a 
directly productive role; it comes from below, it is multidirectional, operating from the top 
down and from the bottom up. (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1982: 185) 
Fundamentally, Foucault aims at creating counter-memory out of history. Niels Åkerstrøm 
Andersen explains that, ”For Foucault er formålet med genealogien altså ikke at beskrive, 
hvad der skete. Genealogien er en nutidshistorie, som skal beskrive de historiske kampe og 
beherskelsesstrategier, hvorunder viden og diskurs konstitueres og fungerer og gennem 
disse beskrivelser fungerer som mod-hukommelse” (Åkerstrøm 1999: 56). Thus, genealogy 
is a method of writing history, which focus on the mechanisms of power and certain events 
that have shaped history; for instance, colonialism, the Marshall Plan, the Cold War and 
Communism are phenomena in the history, which have influenced the discourse of 
development aid significantly.   
 
In opposition to Foucault’s archeological approach to discourse, which insists that the 
discursive rules of formation are conditioned by non-discursive relations (Torfing i Janoski 
et al. 2005: 158), genealogy is a method of analysis to examine hidden power relations and 
is less concerned with the distinction between the discursive and non-discursive; instead of 
focusing on the rules that controls the production of statements, genealogy is concerned 
with the complex web of power strategies that establish hierarchical relations between 
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different forms of knowledge (Torfing i Janoski et al. 2005: 158). The genealogical 
analysis is essential in relation to this project since, with respect to my research question, I 
want to contextualize the events of the history, which are relevant for the way we look at 
aid today. A chronologically reading of the aid history is irrelevant in the aim to study 
hidden power relations in the discourse because chronology is simply an insufficient 
approach; to consider aid historically would be to recognize that the Paris Declaration, for 
instance, would constitute aid as we see it today simply because it is a temporary 
declaration (2005), and doing so, would mean lacking essential points. Therefore, 
genealogy is relevant to use because it opens up the possibility of studying power relations 
and furthermore, how these relations create new hegemonic knowledge. 
Empirical material 
In this paragraph, I will account for my selection of empirical material and thus, why I 
believe that a selection of online articles, a radio program and a debate broadcasted on 
television are able to help me answer my research question. I find it relevant to use the 
media as foundation for my analysis since I want to focus on the debate, which is taking 
place in the public i.e. in the Danish newspapers online, television and radio. The empirical 
material will be accounted for later. I have chosen to use articles, which are either written 
by or otherwise related to leading figures with connection to Danish development work 
who can therefore be viewed as significant in relation to the debate. Moreover, since I want 
to analyze on the discourse in relation to the debate after Christian Friis Bach’ statements, 
my empirical material is primarily from the period between July and August 2013. 
However, in order to broaden the perspective of the discourse, I have one article from 
October 2011, shortly after Friis Bach took office as Minister for Development 
Cooperation, 2 articles from January 2012 concerning the government strategy and 1 
article from June 2012, which also concerns the government strategy; the televised panel 
debate ‘Why Poverty’ was broadcasted on DR2 on November 29 2012. Furthermore, I will 
include an article from January 2014 written by the economist, Dambisa Moyo because she 
offers an interesting perspective on the future of developing economies.      
My choice of empirical material is based on pursuing to have a variety of actors with 
different occupations and different perspectives. Among others, the empirical material 
contains representatives of the Danish government, national and international NGO 
representatives; a representative from the independent think tank, CEPOS; an expert from 
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Copenhagen University; a political commentator with development and international 
relations as special studied subject; a lector from the Royal Danish Defense College, and 
an economist.    
 
Articles 
The dominating part of my empirical material are thirteen articles from varies Danish 
newspapers, which have been published during the time when Christian Friis Bach was 
Minister for Development Cooperation. I limited my search to online articles only because 
online search gave me an overview of the most relevant articles, and, because most of the 
articles I found was only published online. In order to get a sufficient amount of articles 
from different newspapers, I searched online at the leading daily papers, Politiken, 
Berlingske Tidende, Information, Jyllandsposten, and Kristeligt Dagblad, which resulted in 
thirteen articles that were relevant for this project. I searched for articles concerning Friis 
Bach and the mentioned statements narrowing focus to development aid in Africa. In my 
search, I included the aspects of women rights, traditional cultures, agriculture, private 
property ownership, postcolonialism and foreign investments. Børsen, Berlingske Tidende 
and Copenhagen Post were unable to provide me with relevant material.  
I am interested in the debate subsequent to Friis Bach’s previously mentioned statements, 
but I will begin the presentation with four articles, all published in 2012, which I find 
relevant since they focus on the 2012 government strategy, which is significant to the 
debate. Following the introduction of the 2012 articles will be the article, ‘Friis Bach går til 
kamp mod Afrikas høvdinge’ published in Politiken on July 9 2013, which created the 
debate concerning inappropriate rhetoric. The presentation will proceed with the articles 
according to their content and relation to each other; in terms of hierarchy, the articles are 
equally part of the empirical material and will be analyzed according to the same structure.  
 
Menneskerettigheder og vækst 
Denmark’s role in terms of development aid has been discussed during the last fifty years 
with changing focus according to the political view of the government, which means that 
the current debate is not unique, but a continuation of decades of disputing arguments. 
Some of the key points in the approach to development aid today are menneskerettigheder 
and vækst.  
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The following articles are written by Jacob Mchangama from the think tank CEPOS, Carol 
Rask from Folkekirkens Nødhjælp, Professor Peter Viggo Jakobsen and Christian Friis 
Bach respectively. The articles written by Mchangama, Rask and Jakobsen are interesting 
because they were published before the debate concerning Friis Bach’s statements about 
traditional African cultures in which case they touch on other aspects than Friis Bach’s 
rhetoric. Friis Bach’s article is relevant because it presents a new strategy for Danish 
development work in which case it is interesting to look at the actual newness of the 
content.      
On January 9 2012, Politiken published the article, ’Basale rettigheder fjerner ikke verdens 
fattigdom’ written by Jacob Mchangama, who is Director of Legal Affairs in the think tank 
CEPOS. Mchangama claims that there is no connection between positive development and 
the implementation of economic, political or social rights. Mchangama believes that 
growth, not rights, is the best solution to poverty reduction in the Third World. He states 
that, ‘intet land i verdenshistorien er blevet velstående ved at skrive retten til mad, sundhed 
og social sikkerhed ind i sin forfatning’. 
Twenty days later, on January 29 2012, Carol Rask, who is an expert in democracy, rights 
and good governing at Folkekirkens Nødhjælps, wrote a comment to Mchangama’s article 
in Politiken by the name, ‘Vækst alene udrydder ikke fattigdom’. Here, she argues that 
rights, both social, economic and cultural are equally important for the people who struggle 
against poverty. 
 
The silo approach is insufficient 
‘Jeg savner en samtænkningsminister’ (Politiken January 25 2012) is written by Peter 
Viggo Jakobsen who is associate professor, Ph.D. and teaches at the Royal Danish Defense 
College (Forsvarsakademiet). Jakobsen is unsatisfied with the overall strategy of Danish 
development aid because it isolates the different aspects of Danish development work in 
different silos instead of rethinking all the aspects together.     
 
The right to a better life 
On July 12 2012, Kristeligt Dagblad published the article, ‘Alle mennesker har ret til et 
bedre liv’ written by Christian Friis Bach. Here the former minister describes the new 
government strategy, which, by means of openness, involvement and non-discrimination is 
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supposed to secure a better life for poor people all over the world. A strategy, which is 
founded on the principles of humans rights. 
 
The statements that provoked 
The article, ‘Friis Bach går til kamp mod Afrikas høvdinge’, which was published in 
Politiken on July 9 2013, was the article that started the current debate about unacceptable 
rhetoric in relation to Danish development aid. In the article, Christian Friis Bach states 
‘for de fattige landmænd, som er langt de fleste i landsbyen, har det oftest ingen værdi, at 
man har en kollektiv ejendomsret, der i praksis forvaltes af høvdingen. De vil være langt 
bedre stillet, hvis de selv ejede deres jord. For kvinderne har de traditionelle normer heller 
ingen værdi. Det afskærer dem fra den ligestilling, de har krav på. Det er en lokal 
magtkamp, der foregår, og den kamp skal vi engagere os i’ (Politiken, July 9 2013). Here 
Friis Bach mentions ejendomsret, traditionelle normer, ligestilling, lokal magtkamp; 
aspects, which are important in the debate since it is Friis Bach’s mentioning of these 
words that have caused dispute. In  the article Friis Bach also claims that some people 
romantically believe that traditional cultures have value and they want to negotiate with the 
chief of the tribes; an idea that the former minister does not share (Politiken, July 9 2013). 
Statements like these were perceived as controversial in Denmark and internationally and 
resulted in a letter to all Danish Representatives in Africa sent by African and international 
NGOs. The article resulted in a debate about whether Friis Bach’s opinion is controversial 
and diminishing to the African people.  
 
Torm, Thingstrup and Balslev-Olesen 
On August 16 2013, Politiken published two articles concerning Friis Bach’s opinion 
towards traditional African culture. The first, ‘Afrikanske aktivister er i oprør mod Friis 
Bach’ elaborates on the letter to the Danish representatives in Africa. At the same time, 
another article was published in Politiken as a respond to the matter. The article, ‘Skal vi 
høre på Afrikas høvdinge eller skal vi bare give dem høvl?’ written by previously 
mentioned Uffe Torm in which he criticizes Friis Bach’s statement.  
Whereas Torm represents a critical opinion towards Friis Bach, Edith Thingstrup, who is a 
vicar and member of the political party, Venstre, supports Friis Bach’s rhetoric. On August 
22 2013, Kristeligt Dagblad published the article, ‘Folk fra forstokkede u-landsmiljøer bør 
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stikke piben ind’ written by Thingstrup. She argues: ‘Det er urimeligt. Og lidt chokerende, 
hvor forstokkede u-landsmiljøerne er i deres utopiske socialisme og angst for at sige 
tingene ligeud’.        
Three days prior to Thingstrup’s comment, on August 19 2013, Kristeligt Dagblad 
published the article, ‘Forstærket kritik af Friis Bachs udtalelser om Afrika’ in which 
Christian Balslev-Olesen, former head of UNICEF in Somalia, now working at 
Folkekirkens Nødhjælp, states that, ‘den vigtige debat har taget en ærgerlig drejning, fordi 
Christian Friis Bach har en forsimplet tilgang til det’. Balslev-Olesen argues furthermore: 
‘Der, hvor det er lykkedes at ændre på de her ting, har man fundet løsninger, der inddrager 
folk nedefra. Man er nødt til at se på det her fra land til land og så støtte forskellige 
incitamenter til at øge produktionen i samspil med kulturelle strukturer’. It is my aim to 
analyze what causes Balslev-Olesen to state that the debate ‘har taget en ærgerlig 
drejning’; I want to focus on what mechanisms within the discourse that affect the actors 
causing them to be in a particular position.    
 
Denmark, colonial master? 
In the article, ‘Opfører Danmark sig som koloniherrer i Afrika? ’ published by Kristeligt 
Dagblad on August 17 2013, Brian Esbensen, who is cand.scient.soc in Development 
studies and political commentator, asks the question as to whether the Danish development 
strategy is a case of cultural imperialism and neo-colonialism. It is relevant to implement 
Esbesen’s article because it deals with the aspect of colonialism, which is significant when 
talking about development.    
When considering the issue of colonialism in relation to Danish development aid, I find it 
pertinent to draw on Jensen’s perspectives regarding the Danish colonial history. In this 
regard, it is interesting to analyze whether the Danish development discourse is still 
influenced by the discourse of colonialism.  
         
A discursive struggle 
On August 30 2013, Kristeligt Dagblad published the article, ‘Afrika skal ud af offerrollen’ 
in which Friis Bach responds to the critique. He states that, ‘Vi skaber ikke udvikling uden 
at udfordre traditionelle værdier, kulturelle mønstre og magtforhold’. Statements like the 
latter are proclamations, which are considered unacceptable in the Danish debate. When 
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considering that Friis Bach is probably right in claim; that it is impossible to create change 
without struggle, it is indeed interesting to analyze why his opinion has caused so much 
dispute. I will look at what discourse Friis Bach represents and whether his statements 
challenge consensus. 
 
Other articles 
The above-mentioned articles will function as the foundation for the first part of the 
analysis. In order to provide the analysis with different perspectives, I have chosen three 
articles, which will not be analyzed, but which will function as expert knowledge since 
they revolve around viewpoints that are relevant for the analysis. The first article, which I 
find relevant to draw on as expert knowledge, is the article, ‘Dambisa Moyo: 
Udviklingsøkonomierne vil kopiere Kina – ikke USA og Europa’ published in Politiken on 
January 16 2014. The article encompasses the arguments of the African economist, 
Dambisa Moyo who, by some, is regarded as one of the leading economists in terms of 
development aid and, by others, thought of as controversial because of her criticism of the 
aid industry. I find it relevant to draw on her perspectives because I believe that some of 
her points are useful to contemplate and acknowledge when considering the future, and 
past, of development aid. In the article, Moyo explains the reason why developing 
countries now turn to China’s economic model instead of the western model i.e. the 
European and American model. She argues that the western model, which is based on 
market capitalism, has failed to make changes in the developing world; thus, the 
developing economies turn to the Chinese model, which is based on state capitalism 
because, in thirty years, it has succeeded in getting 300 million people out of poverty 
(Politiken, January 16 2014). It is interesting to draw on Moyo’s perspective when 
analyzing the Danish discourse on development aid since the Danish development strategy 
is based on the western model and Moyo offers a different viewpoint. It is indeed 
interesting to analyze what power mechanisms and modes of western sovereignty that 
cause the development system and primarily First World countries to maintain the ‘western 
model’ when opponents state that it clearly does not work (Politiken, January 16 2014). I 
will touch upon this issue in the first part of the analysis and elaborate on the matter 
extensively in the genealogical analysis.  
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In addition to Moyo’s article, I have chosen two articles from Politiken, which are 
interesting to implement as relevant background information. The first article, which was 
published on June 25 2013, is titled: ‘Afrika skal hjælpe med at brødføde resten af verden’. 
This article addresses a new strategy initiated by the World Bank, which points towards the 
belief that a proper transformation of African agriculture can help avoiding global food 
crises. Thus, it is noteworthy to draw on points made by the World Bank since it is 
considered one of the most influential and important actors regarding development aid.       
The other article, ‘Afrika kan for første gang bidrage til den globale vækst’ was published 
on April 21 2013. The main point of the article is that Africa is doing well and many of the 
countries on the continent have a strong economy. Nigeria’s Minister of Finance, Ngozi 
Okonjo-Iweala is quoted for saying that ‘Afrika er forandret. For første gang er vi i stand 
til at bidrage til den globale vækst’. This article is significant because it can be considered 
as a counter argument to some of the arguments in the Danish discourse, which victimizes 
the continent.  
 
P1 Debat and DR2 Debatten 
In my analysis, I am going to draw on the radio program, P1 Debat from August 26 2013 
with the title, ‘Skal Afrika ud af offerrollen? (www.dr.dk/arkivP1/P1Debat) in which 
Christian Friis Bach and Helle Munk Ravnborg discuss Danish development and the role 
of Africa in the world; are the African people victims of western exploitation. I use this 
program because it was broadcasted shortly after Friis Bach’s statements about traditional 
African cultures, which created a debate about what is acceptable to say regarding 
development in Denmark.   
Furthermore, I find it relevant to draw on a special edition of the program Debatten with 
Clement Kjærsgaard, which was broadcasted on November 29 2012 on DR2. Alongside 
with politicians, economists, journalists and NGO representatives such as Frans Mikael 
Jansen, who is General Secretary at Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke, Christian Friis Bach 
participates in discussing the question ‘Why Poverty?.’ Despite the fact that the actors in 
this program discuss international relations, it is relevant to implement in relation to the 
Danish debate since it was broadcasted on Danish television and therefore directed at the 
Danish population, thus, it is relevant as a contribution to the Danish debate.  
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The role of the researcher 
When doing discourse analysis, as with any other type of academic analysis, the 
researcher’s pre-understandings and prejudice of the field of study are challenged since it is 
impossible to consider a topic objectively, especially a research area, which is closely 
studied. In my attempt to analyze the hidden power relations in the Danish discourse on 
development aid, it is my aim to handle the scope of interest according to the principles of 
discourse theory, namely to deconstruct the articulations and analyze what constitutes the 
discourses in the debate; thus, not letting my prejudice and pre-understandings of the field 
affect the outcome of the analysis by placing it within a predetermined context. As a 
researcher, one always takes a position in relation to the field of study and obviously, the 
result of the analysis will always be determined by that position. My role as a discourse 
analyst is to neither ‘get behind’ the discourse and find out what the actors really mean nor 
to determine what is right and wrong. However, the above does not exclude the possibility 
of being critical; it is indeed possible to approach the field of study critically, but the aim is 
to be critical without making claims to absolute truth. In terms of discourse analysis, it is 
significant to bear in mind that nothing exists outside discourse i.e. the discourse itself 
becomes object for analysis. Therefore, my job as a researcher is to distance myself from 
the material; that is, to analyze what has been said in the debate in order to examine the 
patterns in and across the articulations, and through that determine the social consequences 
of the discourse (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 21-22). 
Analysis 
In this paragraph, I will analyze the empirical material in pursuing to answer the research 
question:  
 
How are power relations and hegemony manifested in the discourse on development 
aid in the public Danish debate?  
 
As mentioned previously, the analysis will be divided into two parts: the first part will be 
an analysis based on Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory. Henceforth, by means of 
Laclau and Mouffe’s perspective on hegemony, I will examine the hegemonic structures 
and hidden power relations that are present in the Danish debate and analyze whether the 
hegemonic consensus is challenged. Furthermore, my aim with the first part is to examine 
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whether the disputing arguments represent different discourses that struggle to prevail, or 
whether the actors in fact speak within the same discourse and generally represent the same 
values, but present it differently. In this part of the analysis, I will include Jensen’s analysis 
of Danish development aid in which he, by taking point of departure in the Danish colonial 
history, discusses the issues of power and self-interest in the Danish development work. In 
doing so, I will include the chapter from his book, ‘Udviklingshjælpens parallelle 
dilemmaer’ in which Jensen draws on the perspectives of Danish development history to 
look at Danish development work in general.    
 
The second part of the analysis will be a genealogical analysis of development in which I 
will use Escobar’s analysis of the development history in which he uses Foucault’s concept 
of genealogy.          
 
Part 1 
Nodal points  
I will begin my analysis by looking at the signs, which the discourse revolves around i.e. 
the privileged discursive points of partial fixation called nodal points (Laclau and Mouffe, 
2001: 112). Because the articles are written in Danish, the nodal points will be mentioned 
in Danish because the exact meaning of the words would be lost in translation; hence, since 
I examine the Danish debate it is relevant to present the original version of the words. 
  
The public Danish debate on development aid revolves around a series of words, which are 
discussed by the actors. The following signs, here presented in random order, are nodal 
points and are the words, which occur most frequently in my empirical material: 
menneskerettigheder, privat ejendomsret, økonomisk vækst, bæredygtig vækst, demokrati, 
kvinders rettigheder, jobskabelse, traditionelle værdier, lokale kulturer, landbrugsreformer, 
neokolonialisme, kulturimperialisme, udenlandske investeringer, markedsøkonomi, 
afrikansk suverænitet, moderne vækst, magtstrukturer, lokale magtkampe, offerrolle, 
magtmisbrug, diskrimination, eksklusion, ansvarlighed; velstand, velfærd, og værdighed.  
The above-mentioned signs are nodal points because the meaning of the words are fixed to 
a certain degree, which means that within the discourse of development aid it is commonly 
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known what constitutes each word. The above-mentioned nodal points indicate the key 
points, which constitute the current debate.  
 
The new government strategy  
I want to begin the analysis by drawing attention to the previously mentioned government 
strategy, which contains significant points in relation to the current development work in 
Denmark. 
On June 12 2012, the former minister, Christian Friis Bach, wrote a feature article titled 
‘Alle mennesker har ret til et bedre liv’ in which he elaborates on the new government 
strategy, which was passed by a unanimous Parliament in the last week of May. The new 
strategy with the headline menneskerettigheder is based on openness, involvement, respon-
sibility and non-discrimination (Kristeligt Dagblad June 12 2012). Friis Bach argues that 
the new strategy, together with a new law, which was passed at the same time ‘udgør et 
stærkt fundament for et slagkraftigt dansk udviklingssamarbejde. The point of the strategy 
is that poverty must be fought by means of human rights and inclusive economic growth 
(Kristeligt Dagblad June 12 2012). Throughout the article, the former minister includes 
many words, which function as nodal points in the strategy. Besides the words demokrati, 
menneskerettigheder, økonomisk vækst, åbenhed, inddragelse, ansvarlighed and ikke-dis-
krimination, which are mentioned several times, he puts emphasis on ytringsfrihed, for-
samlingsfrihed and foreningsfrihed as important factors to secure a better life for every-
body. With this strategy, the government, here represented by Friis Bach, tries to send an 
encouraging message to the Danish people convincing them that their tax money is worth it 
and, that it matters to provide aid. Certainly, these word have meaning, but there is a signif-
icant problem about these nodal points, namely that they have a tendency to appear like 
mere ‘buzz words’, which, at first glance appear inspiring and innovative, but in reality 
seem slightly empty because it can be difficult to concretize the words further without an 
exact context in which to place them; contextualizing is indeed a challenge in terms of an 
overall strategy because it has to be broad enough to include all ‘poor’ people in the world 
regardless of individual needs from country to country; thus, the rhetoric of the strategy is 
rather vague. For instance, phrases such as ‘Work to strengthen the participation of the least 
developed countries in the development of the international legal order’ and ‘Ensuring stability 
and protection is a major global challenge, which calls for increased international cooperation, 
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a comprehensive approach and willingness to take risks’ (um.dk) are examples of a promising 
rhetoric, which lacks concrete initiatives. Consequently, it can be argued that the rhetoric of the 
strategy is not just vague, but empty. A claim, which will be analyzed in the following.   
 
Economic growth instead of human rights  
On January 9 2012, Politiken published Jacob Mchangama’s debate piece, ‘Basale 
rettigheder fjerner ikke verdens fattigdom’ in which he addresses his concerns about the 
new government strategy that was on the program for submission in the Parliament. He 
questions the fact that the strategy, based on human rights, is presented as new to which he 
claims that, ‘Der er intet nyt eller revolutionerende i mantraet om rettigheder i 
udviklingspolitikken’ (Politiken, January 9, 2012). Mchangama, who works at the think 
tank CEPOS, argues that menneskerettighedstilgangen is common among leading NGOs in 
the UN and the implementation of rights is increasingly part of development policies in 
many countries (Politiken, January 9 2012). Furthermore, Mchangama contradicts the 
arguments of the strategy by criticizing human rights, and he questions the legitimacy of 
the strategy as public guideline. He argues that rights should not be pointed out in a 
strategy, but function as an implicit and integrated part of Danish foreign policy. In theory, 
‘The Right to a Better Life’-strategy is an inspiring plan: ‘Det kan virke som en sympatisk 
og tillokkende strategi – for så bliver emner som fattigdom og sult gjort til et spørgsmål om 
retfærdighed og moral snarere end gold økonomi’ (Politiken, January 9 2012), but 
Mchangama believes that the idea is both wrong and degrading to which he states: ‘Mere 
grundlæggende er det dybt forfejlet at tro, at man kan udrydde fattigdom og sygdom, 
skaffe alle hjemløse tag over hovedet og mætte de sultende ved at ophøje goder som en 
bolig, mad, sundhed og en rimelig levefod til rettigheder’ (Politiken, January 9 2012). It 
can seem coldhearted to argue against the government strategy and human rights in 
general, but according to Mchangama, poverty reduction requires much more than rights 
and he points out that the good intention concerning, for instance, ytringsfrihed is 
completely invaluable to illiterate people, and, a ban against torture does no good to a 
person who starves to death (Politiken, January 9 2012).   
Instead of rights, Mchangama talks about economic growth as the solution to poverty: 
‘Intet land i verdenshistorien er blevet velstående ved at skrive retten til mad, sundhed og 
social sikkerhed ind i sin forfatning’ (Politiken, January 9 2012). By criticizing human 
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rights, Mchangama creates articulations within the field of discursivity in which he pursues 
to construct a centre that can prevail as the dominating discourse, thus constructing an 
objective truth; by defining the discourse of growth, he excludes the meaning of human 
rights, which then adds meaning to the social reality (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 112). In 
other words, Mchangama believes in growth and refers to a fact: ‘I 2009 offentliggjorde 
medicinaltidsskriftet The Lancet en undersøgelse, der viste, at der ingen positive effekt var 
af at gøre sundhed til en rettighed. Derimod viste lande med markedsøkonomi markant 
bedre sundhedsindikatorer end lande med begrænset eller ingen markedsøkonomi’ 
(Politiken, January 9 2012). By referring to the above, Mchangama does only recognize the 
value of growth rejecting human rights as a whole. He addresses the problem of using 
rights as the approach to poverty reduction and calls it ‘menneskerettighedsbevægelsens 
hybris’ (Politiken, January 9, 2012). He questions the validity of human rights as the 
overall solution to humanitarian issues and accuses the rhetoric of being empty. His 
rhetoric indicates that, from his point of view, the nodal points of the strategy are empty 
‘buzz words’, which have not obtained meaning within the discourse; this relates to Laclau 
and Mouffe’s theory according to which a nodal point is empty in itself (Laclau and 
Mouffe 2001: 113). Furthermore, Mchangama states that ‘man (har) overbevist sig selv og 
andre centrale aktører om, at rettigheder er altings løsen’ (Politiken, January 9, 2012), 
which points out his disbelief in the principles of human rights.  
 
Subject position and identity  
On January 29 2012, Carol Rask (Folkekirkens Nødhjælp) wrote a debate piece in which 
she discards Mchangama’s point of view. Her rhetoric indicates that she is rather insulted 
by his standpoint when saying, ‘I sit debatindlæg […] påstår Jakob Mchangama, at vækst 
er den eneste måde at udrydde fattigdom på, mens rettigheder mere eller mindre handler 
om offentlig forsørgelse’ (Politiken, January 29 2012). She states that growth may be 
important, but does not solve the problems of poverty on its own and argues that rights are 
essential: ‘[…] også de økonomiske, sociale og kulturelle rettigheder, er mindst lige så 
nødvendige i kampen mod fattigdom’ (Politiken, January 29 2012).  
Mchangama and Rask’s difference in opinion is related to their subject positions, which 
does not focus on the subject because it is empty on its own; it has to do with the 
circumstances under which the subject is constructed within the discursive structure 
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(Laclau and Mouffe, 2001: 115). Mchangama’s identity is shaped by CEPOS, which is a 
‘uafhængig borgerlig-liberal tænketank’ (cepos.dk). Because he represents CEPOS, 
Mchangama is ‘categorized’ with certain characteristics such as ‘borgerlig-liberal’; this 
‘imaginary signification’ produces concrete effects in the diverse social practices, which 
means that his subject position ultimately defines his identity (Laclau and Mouffe, 2001: 
118). In the same way, Rask’s identity shaped by her position as a NGO representative. 
Generally NGO organizations are ‘categorizes’ as ‘venstreorienteret’ in which case Rask’s 
subject position is different from that of Mchangama.  
Based on the above, it is interesting to turn to the term myth, which is the term for society 
as a totality. Within discourse theory, totality of society does not exist, but it is inevitable 
that we behave in a way that denotes totality in order to define ourselves according to the 
category we ‘belong to’. Belonging therefore contains the aspect of exclusion, which 
means identification according to the categories we ‘do not belong to’. It is evident that the 
myth equals distortion because it misrepresents reality. However, it is a necessary 
behavioral pattern because we, as humans, need a frame to which we can relate (Phillips 
and Jørgensen 2002: 39). This frame is therefore an inevitable factor in the debate because 
the actors occupy different subject positions thus present disputing arguments.  
 
Samtænkning, please 
On January 25 2012, Politiken published an article written by Peter Viggo Jakobsen, who 
is professor, Ph.D. at The Royal Danish Defense College. In the article, he problematizes 
the way in which development work is structured politically in Denmark. He questions the 
fact that the ministers label themselves; Søren Pind, who was Minister for Development 
Cooperation before Friis Bach, called himself frihedsminister and Friis Bach named 
himself rettighedsminister. Labels like these narrow the way we think of development aid 
and Jakobsen argues that dividing development into such categories is silotænkning, which 
decreases the possibility of providing aid effectively. He states, ‘Jeg savner en 
samtænkningsminister – altså en minister, der i mere end ord søger at bruge alle de 
instrumenter, det danske samfund har til rådighed […] så vi får det maksimale ud af de 
ressourcer, Danmark bruger på udviklingsområdet’ (Politiken, January 25 2012). Instead of 
focusing on rights, and appoint different groups of experts to do ‘their’ part of the job, 
without knowing what other experts are doing in their silo, he argues that it would be more 
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effective to integrate security politics and development politics into the strategy; it would 
create better results. He criticizes the Danish approach to development of avoiding trouble, 
of maintaining a strategy in which ‘alle får en luns kød, og man undgår det slagsmål, som 
bestræbelder på at samtænke dansk sikkerheds- og udviklingspolitik automatisk udløser’ 
(Politiken, January 25 2012). However, the problem of samtænkning is the claim that 
security politics will become more important than development politics and experts in 
development have been unsatisfied with the fact that not enough money is spent on 
humanitarian aid. In fact, Jakobsen states that, ‘alle var sure over, at deres kæphest ikke 
havde førsteprioritet og fik for lidt penge’ (Politiken, January 25 2012). Jakobsen is 
concerned with the fact that development work in Denmark is divided, which makes it 
highly ineffective because each agency focus on their specific key issue: ‘Diskussionen 
vidner om, at samtænkning stadig ses som en trussel mod egne budgeter og resortområder’ 
(Politiken, January 25 2012). In other words, Jakobsen criticizes the power relations of the 
development discourse. According to his point of view, the fact that ‘samtænkning stadig 
ses som en trussel’ indicates that the different agencies care most about their own agenda 
and less about a joined commitment to deliver aid. Jakobsen is not directly involved in the 
Danish development work and because he occupies the subject position of ‘an expert in 
security politics’ he challenges the discourse, and, it is not considered controversial that he 
criticizes Friis Bach of being a ‘silo minister’. It is interesting that, within the debate, some 
statements are considered controversial and some are not. The discourse ‘dictates’ what is 
appropriate and what is unacceptable rhetoric. In the following, I will look at Friis Bach’s 
statements, which are considered controversial and, with reference to the concept of 
hegemony, analyze why they are perceived that way.     
 
A hegemonic discourse  
In the article, ‘Skal vi høre på Afrikas høvdinge eller skal vi bare give dem høvl?’ 
(Politiken, August 16 2013) Uffe Torm uses a rhetoric indicating that he dislikes Friis 
Bach’s rhetoric, which, he believes, does not acknowledge traditional African cultures. The 
rhetorical question in the headline shows that Torm believes chiefs must be listened to; 
hence, Friis Bach ‘giver dem høvl’. Based on Friis Bach’s statement, ‘Det er en lokal 
magtkamp, der foregår, og den kamp skal vi engagere os i’ (Politiken, August 16 2013), 
Torm insinuates that the former minister is declaring war against the local chiefs in Africa. 
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Despite the fact that Friis Bach talks about engagement, Torm interprets his rhetoric 
negatively.  Dennis Kjeldsen, Red Cross coordinator in Uganda, is quoted in the article for 
saying: ‘Vi skal sætte os sammen med den lokale høvding… Vi er nødt til at respektere, at 
prioriterne ikke altid er den samme som vores’ (Politiken, August 16 2013) to which Friis 
Bach has replied: ‘Nogle (edit: Dennis Kjeldsen) har en lidt romantisk forestilling om, at 
de traditionalle kulturer har en værdi i sig selv… Den forestilling deler jeg ikke’ (Politiken, 
August 16 2013). Torm argues that the former minister ‘ejer ikke tvivlens nådegave. Han er 
helt sikker på, at den danske opfattelse af menneskerettigheder er universel, og at privat 
ejendomsret og markedsbaseret økonomi er saliggørende’ (Politiken, August 16 2013). 
This statement shows that Torm finds Friis Bach’s point of view unacceptable.  
As Laclau and Mouffe points out, analyzing discourse means looking at how articulations 
reproduce, challenge and transform discourses (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 26-27). In the 
following, I will focus on how Friis Bach’s statements about traditional cultures challenge 
an existing discourse on development aid in Denmark.  
In the article, Torm argues that Kjeldsen and Friis Bach ‘næppe (er) uenige om 
hovedformålet med udvikingsbistanden: fattigdomsbekæmplese, fremme af demokrati, 
menneskerettigheder og ligestilling mellem kønnene, støtte til bæredygtig økonomisk 
vækst, fred og stabilitet’ (Politiken, August 16 2013); this suggests a situation in which 
they actually speak within the same discourse, but disagree on the methods by which to 
achieve the goal. However, when Friis Bach’s statements have created so much debate, it 
has to be more than just a matter of differences.  
By asking the question, ‘Hvem har ret – den praktiske udviklingsarbejder eller den 
teoretiske udviklingsminister?’ Torm states that the debate is about being right and not so 
much about contributing to an open and important debate. Torm concludes that Kjeldsen 
(udviklingsarbejderen) has understood that development is only achieved ‘indefra og 
nedefra’ and not ‘oppefra og udefra’ (Politiken, August 16 2013), the latter implying 
Torm’s version of Friis Bach’s approach. Furthermore, Torm argues that development is 
not achieved through law and force, cultural imperialism and disrespect of African 
traditions; hence, lasting results are created by means of dialogue, mutual trust and respect, 
local engagement and ownership (Politiken, August 16 2013). 
With respect to my aim of finding hidden power relations in the discourse, it is interesting 
to look at the mechanisms of power used in the above-mentioned article. Because Torm is 
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a NGO representative and therefore ‘categorized’ as such, he represents the development 
discourse, which is hegemonic; thus, it ‘dictates’ the meanings, thoughts and actions that 
are possible in a given context i.e. a hegemonic discourse is able to create a ‘fixed truth’ 
within the hegemonic discourse itself (Laclau and Mouffe 2001: 134). What happens here 
is that the hegemonic discourse controls what is acceptable to say, and within the 
hegemonic discourse of development aid, it is controversial to say, for instance, that 
traditional cultures have no value. Furthermore, the hegemonic discourse shapes the 
‘reality’ of development, and because Torm’s position is created within the discursive 
structures of the discourse, he uses an appropriate rhetoric when suggesting solutions to 
solving the problems of development: ‘Samtidig skal vi bistå de lokale folkelige kræfter, 
som oprigtigt ønsker forandringer – men på deres egne, ikke vores præmisser’ (Politiken, 
August 16 2013) Here, Torm’s rhetoric appears vague because the hegemonic discourse 
impedes the possibility of direct language usage because it is not ‘allowed’. Therefore, 
when Friis Bach uses straightforward language to get his points across, he is violates the 
‘rules’ of the discourse. Furthermore, it is interesting that Friis Bach is accused of neo-
colonialism and cultural imperialism; his point concerning the need to reform African 
agriculture (Politiken, July 9 2013) is supported by the World Bank (Politiken, June 25 
2013) in which case reasonable arguments back up his statements. These arguments will be 
discussed in detail later.  
The reason why Friis Bach’s statements are recognized as controversial is that the 
development discourse blurs the hidden power relations that exist within it, and Friis Bach 
is not afraid to verbalize the issues and contribute to an open debate, which he believes to 
be very significant. The other actors participate in the debate, but because the discourse is 
hegemonic, a straightforward language is not accepted. I will return to the above later in an 
extended analysis of the letter from the NGO organizations, which initiated the debate in 
the summer of 2013.      
 
Conflicting subject positions 
In relation to my research question in which I want to analyze the hidden power relations 
and hegemony in the Danish debate on development aid, it is essential to focus on why 
some statements are regarded as more controversial than others are.  
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In the article, ‘Forstærket kritik af Friis Bachs udtalelser om Afrika’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, 
August 19, 2013), the former minister is quoted for saying, ‘Ting tager tid, og hele 
fundamentet i menneskerettighedsbaseret udvikling er, at store forandringer drives indefra 
og nedefra. Men hvis du spørger mig, om høvdinge skal have lov til at undertrykke kvinder 
og smide landsbyboere væk fra jorden, er svaret nej’. Furthermore, he mentions that 
landbrugsreformer, kvinders rettigheder, privat ejendomsret, markedsøkonomi, 
investeringer and opgør med lokale magtstrukturer are important in order to ‘reform’ 
Africa and support the countries that need the help. Consistent with Laclau and Mouffe’s 
theory that discourse is constituted as an attempt to dominate the field of discursivity, to 
arrest the flow of differences in order to construct a centre (Laclau and Mouffe, 2001: 112) 
the former minister pursues to influence the discourse in a direction that fits the current 
government strategy, ‘The Right to a Better Life’, which is the goal he worked to achieve. 
Christian Balslev-Olesen (Folkekirkens Nødhjælp) does believe that, ‘jordreformer er 
nødvendige for at udnytte det kæmpestore potentiale for fødevareproduktion i Afrika og 
sikre ejerskab af jorden for de fattige – ikke mindst kvinderne’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, August 
19, 2013); key points, which a new World Bank strategy has emphasized as vital in order to 
prevent global food crises; and it is not just an African problem, but a global one (Politiken 
Internationalt, June 25, 2013). Despite the fact that the World Bank supports Friis Bach’s 
point of view concerning agricultural reforms and Balslev-Olesen agrees with him, he 
distances himself from the opinion by saying, ‘Men den vigtige debat har taget en ærgerlig 
drejning, fordi Christian Friis Bach har en forsimplet tilgang til det. Det handler om meget 
mere end traditionelle kulturer og høvdinge. Og på det, han siger, kan det lyde som om vi 
skal tage vores modeller… og trække dem ned over hovedet som løsningen for Afrika’ 
(Kristeligt Dagblad, August 19 2013). 
In addition to Balslev-Olesen’s rejection of Friis Bach’s standpoint, Holger Bernt Hansen, 
who is professor emeritus at centre of African Studies at Copenhagen University, react the 
same way as Balslev-Olesen does. He acknowledges the importance of agricultural reforms 
as well as the promotion of women’s rights; ‘Men jeg er uenig i de midler, ministeren 
anvender, og den hast, han lægger ned over det. Og det er uheldigt med en retorik, hvor 
man siger, at Afrika skal skynde sig at gøre sådan og sådan, fordi verden mangler 
fødevarer, og det skal Afrika levere’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, August 19 2013).  Furthermore, 
Hansen states that ‘Han (Friis Bach) tramper helt unødvendigt lige ind i en aktuel og 
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følelsesladet discussion i Afrika, hvor man gør op med fortidens måde at behandle 
kontinentet på som et instrument. Afrika er ved at bevæge sig ind i en anden tidsalder med 
mere selvtillid’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, August 19 2013). What is happening here, is that 
Hansen and Balslev-Olesen, despite the fact that they both agree on the key points, they are 
deeply rooted in their own ‘reality’ and belief to recognize different arguments than the 
ones they represent; hence, this creates a distinction between the constructed fixed ‘truth’ 
in the discourse, which is the normal and the irregular, which is the arguments that 
challenge the hegemonic discourse (Torfing i Janoski et al. 2005: 153). Although the actors 
speak within the same discourse since they agree on the overall goals, the fact that Friis 
Bach presents his arguments differently creates a situation where struggling discourses are 
fighting to ‘win’ the privileged position as the prevailing discourse. Furthermore, the above 
shows indication of a hegemonic discourse in the Danish debate on development aid. The 
discourse is so hegemonic that the discourse Balslev-Olesen, Hansen and Torm represent 
have fixed meaning in a way, which excludes other possible meanings, thus it has obtained 
a status of being objective and true to them (Phillips and Jørgensen 2002: 36). The 
discourse contains antagonisms, which, in short means, conflict. The debate encompasses 
different identities, which prevent each other from being complete; hence, the presence of 
the ‘Other’ creates problems in which case struggle is inevitable (Laclau and Mouffe, 
2001: 125). The actors, representing different subject positions, speak within consensus; 
they represent the same discourse since they talk about the same overall points concerning 
development aid. However, antagonisms appear because Friis Bach’s language is very 
direct and therefore perceived as unacceptable. In the following, I will analyze in detail 
why Friis Bach’s statements have caused so much trouble.   
 
Verbalization of hidden power relations 
In this paragraph, I will draw on two articles from the summer of 2013 containing the 
statements, which initiated the debate about inappropriate rhetoric. Furthermore, I will 
implement the radio program, P1 Debat.    
 
The article, ‘Friis Bach går til kamp mod Afrikas høvdinge’ (Politiken, July 9 2013) is 
based on an interview with Friis Bach in Politiken in the beginning of the summer 2013. In 
the interview, the former minister points out some of the focal point, which he finds 
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significant in terms of securing a better future for the poor people in Africa. Friis Bach 
mentions several concrete initiatives regarding landbrugsreformer and kvinders 
rettigheder, which others have suggested as well. Nevertheless, it is statements such as, 
‘Nogle har en lidt romantisk forestilling om, at de traditionalle kulturer har en værdi i sig 
selv, og de vil gerne sætte sig sammen med høvdingen og ordne tingene. Den forestilling 
deler jeg ikke’ (Politiken, July 9 2013), which have caused a lot of dispute in Denmark and 
internationally leading to the previously mentioned letter. Furthermore, the former minister 
points at matters such as ‘forholdet mellem kønnene’, ‘ejendomsretten til jorden’ and 
‘selve magtstrukturen’ (Politiken, July 9 2013) as significant factors, which need focus.  
 
In the article, ‘Afrikanske aktivister er i oprør mod Friis Bach’, he states that, ‘Afrikanerne 
bliver nødt til at udvikle sig – ikke bare for deres egen skyld, men for hele verdens skyld’ 
(Politiken, August 16 2013). A statement, which is in fact supported by the World Bank 
(Politiken January 25, 2013). The above statements have angered many Danish and 
international NGO representatives, and, saying, ‘Vi er oppe mod nogle aktivister, der 
drømmer om et biodynamisk frilandsmuseum. Men den drøm, jeg oplever i Afrika, handler 
om bæredygtig vækst. Og en masse arbejdspladser. Det er, hvad et massivt flertal af 
afrikanerne gerne vil have’ (Politiken August 16, 2013), have contributed further to the 
disapproval of Friis Bach. The above-mentioned statements have indeed been criticized in 
the Danish debate; Uffe Torm, Christian Balslev-Olesen, Helle Munk Ravnborg and 
Holger Bernt Hansen have not hesitated to condemn Friis Bach’s rhetoric publicly, which 
is interesting considering the fact that they agree on the overall points.  
In the issue of P1 Debat broadcasted on August 26 2013, in which Friis Bach and 
Ravnborg discuss the problem of Africa as a victim, Ravnborg states, ‘Så er der hele tonen 
i Debatten, nogle meget nedsættende ord, som vores minister har valgt at bruge med 
høvdinge, biodynamisk frilandsmuseum, at der er nogle romantikere, der gerne vil side 
omkring en høvding og sådan nogle ting’ (Appendix 2: 86). What is interesting here is the 
fact that it is considered extremely controversial to say that traditional cultures have no 
values. Because Friis Bach uses a very frank and harsh rhetoric, it is believed that he 
represents an understanding of development, which is recognized as outdated within the 
‘development world’. When considering Ravnborg’s statement above, it becomes apparent 
that her subject position is constructed within a discourse distanced from that of 
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colonialism and western sovereignty. Therefore, because Friis Bach uses direct language, it 
is considered unacceptable, and Ravnborg distance herself from Friis Bach’s rhetoric to 
avoid being associated with an incorrect discourse. The development discourse is so 
hegemonic in which case it is intolerable to challenge the rhetoric. Furthermore, because 
the discourse is hegemonic, it blurs the power relations, which Friis Bach then verbalizes. 
In terms of the ‘old’ versus ‘new’ development discourse, I will, in part two of the analysis, 
focus on whether the discourse in fact has changed.    
When considering the conflicting arguments of the debate, it is interesting to look at how 
the antagonisms create a situation in which the different identities prevent each other from 
being complete, they are blocking each other i.e. it is the struggle for meaning, which 
creates the debate. Furthermore, the subject positions of the actors are different from that 
of Friis Bach who is ‘categorized’ a ‘politician’; Ravnborg, Torm and Balslev-Olesen 
occupy the position of ‘NGO representatives’ in which case they reproduce that position; 
Friis Bach reproduces the position of a politician, which means they occupy the subject 
position of their discursively constructed ‘category’.  
 
Skal Afrika ud af offerrollen eller forblive biodynamisk frilandsmuseum? 
The issue of victimization Africa has been brought to attention in the Danish debate. On 
August 26 2013, the radio program P1 Debat broadcasted a show with the topic ‘Skal 
Afrika ud af offerrollen eller forblive biodynamisk frilandsmuseum?’ in which Christian 
Friis Bach and Helle Munk Ravnborg discuss Denmark’s role regarding development aid 
to Africa. The debate is however not as much about development aid as a discussion of 
Friis Bach’s controversial statements. Furthermore, the program as such is in fact dedicated 
to questioning Friis Bach’s rhetoric. The headline, ‘Skal Afrika ud af offerrollen eller 
forblive biodynamisk frilandsmuseum?’ contains various aspects of rhetorical 
misinterpretation, which has to do with the hegemony of the discourse. First, Friis Bach is 
asked by the presenter, ‘allerførst skal vi have på det rene, hvorfor er Afrika et offer’, to 
which Friis Bach replies, ‘Afrika er ikke et offer og det er den debat, jeg gerne vil rejse’ 
(Appendix 2: 84). It is insinuated that Friis Bach perceives the African people as victims 
despite the fact that he is doing the exact opposite. Because of his direct language, Friis 
Bach is positioned as the embodiment of sovereignty of the African people despite the fact 
that he tries to create engage the African people in an important debate. Furthermore, the 
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question ‘skal Afrika ud af offerrollen eller forblive biodynamisk frilandsmuseum?’ is 
rhetorical denoting the obvious answer that Africa ‘skal ud af offerrollen’. Friis Bach has 
said the words ‘biodynamisk frilandsmuseum’ (Politiken, August 16 2013), but because the 
discourse does not tolerate his language, it is impossible for him to discuss other issues 
regarding development aid without being confronted with his rhetoric. The discourse 
covers up the hidden power relations in which case it is impossible to state thing bluntly 
without being controversial.  
 
The regular versus the irregular 
In the debate between Friis Bach and Ravnborg, the latter states, ‘Danmark har altid været 
alles duks i bistandsklassen og nu kan man pludselig og med god grund stille 
spørgsmålstegn til, hvad er det, der er den primære hensigt med den danske 
udviklingsbistand’ […] (Appendix 2: 86). The above articulation reproduces the 
hegemonic discourse, which views the use of harsh language as unacceptable, and, within 
the hegemonic discourse Friis Bach’s rhetoric is the representation of the ‘irregular’ in 
opposition to the ‘regular’ (Torfing i Janoski et al. 2005: 153).  
Because the development discourse is only fixed to a certain degree and is therefore never 
complete, the presence of ‘disorder’ creates the ‘possibility of reactivating the political 
origin of the social’ thus creating a new discourse (Torfing i Janoski et al. 2005: 153). 
However, because Friis Bach’s understanding of development is perceived as outdated in 
the hegemonic discourse, it is not in a position to change the political origin of the social. 
When Ravnborg questions the point of Danish development work because of 
straightforward language, it represents a mode of exclusion. The development discourse is 
defined according to what it excludes, which is Friis Bach‘s rhetoric. Moreover, Ravnborg 
states, ‘Så er der hele tonen i Debatten, nogle meget nedsættende ord, som vores minister 
har valgt at bruge […] vi kan ikke så godt lide at bruge ordet høvding, det er ikke det ord 
man normalt bruger, men der er nogle lokale magtstrukturer, der forvalter den her jord’ 
(Appendix 2: 86). It is interesting that Ravnborg criticizes Friis Bach’s use of degrading 
words such as høvding and then emphasizes that lokale magtstrukturer is appropriate 
language. It shows that the discourse is controlled by fear of saying the wrong words. Friis 
Bach, however, is not afraid to use the word høvding, but the other actors refrain from 
saying anything that can result in struggle or accusations of neo-colonialism; thus, the 
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discourse within the Danish debate is so hegemonic and ‘political correct’ that  phrases 
such as lokal magtstruktur replace høvding in order to avoid confrontation.     
 
When considering the debate between Ravnborg and Friis Bach, it is interesting to look at 
the contradictions in the articulations. Ravnborg states, ‘det tilkommer ikke os at sige hvad 
Afrika skal, det skal afrikanerne selv finde ud af’; at the same time she says, ‘der er ingen 
tvivl om, at der skal landbrugsudvikling til og der er også masser af potentiale for det […] 
men ‘skal’ det skal vi ikke komme og fortælle, ‘kan’ ja’ (Appendix 2: 93). The subject 
position as an NGO representative that Ravnborg occupies is the reason why the rhetoric is 
contradictory. By definition, NGO representatives are engaged in fighting poverty and 
making the world a better place for poor people, which is why Ravnborg recognizes that 
agricultural development is important. Nevertheless, because the development discourse is 
affected by the colonial history (I will return to that later), it is inappropriate to speak of 
Third World people in any way that denotes suppression. Due to the vulnerability of the 
past and current focus on human rights, Ravnborg is in a ‘safe’ position by saying ‘kan’ 
instead of ‘skal’; when saying ‘kan’ she makes sure to offer alternatives by emphasizing 
that African people are free to make their own choices. On the other hand, when Friis Bach 
states that agricultural reforms are vital, he is positioned as a representative of superior 
behavior and the other actors distance themselves from him. Furthermore, Ravnborg 
argues, ‘[…] vi skal også være villige til at reagere på det vi ser og det er ikke os her, der 
skal gøre det, det er den afrikanske befolkning, de afrikanske organisationer, som skal ind i 
den dialog med deres regeringer og med os ude fra’ (Appendix 2: 94). Again, the rhetoric is 
contradictory; Ravnborg argues that the African people must make the changes for 
themselves, but at the same time she recognizes the importance of a dialogue ‘med os ude 
fra’; a dialogue, which Friis Bach has also emphasized, but because of his rhetoric it is not 
accepted. 
 
Denmark, colonial master? 
As mentioned above, I will analyze the impact of colonial history on development. I will 
do so in part two, which will be a genealogical analysis. In the following, I will draw on 
the article, ‘Opfører Danmark sig som koloniherrer i Afrika?’ which was published in 
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Kristeligt Dagblad on August 17 2013. It is interesting to implement this article because it 
raises the question of neo-colonialism in the Danish debate.  
In the article, Brian Esbensen is critical of the Danish attitude towards project within 
Danish borders and abroad, and insinuates that Denmark is a spoiled child who are used to 
getting its way. It is natural in Denmark that project such as a mosque or Chinese interest 
in Greenland create a huge debate. However, Esbensen points out that, ‘når det modsatte er 
tilfældet, og Danmark eksempelvis poster millioner i projekter, der forandrer mange 
afrikaneres liv, har vi været vant til, at det kan foregå uden den store lokale modstand’. 
Furthermore, Esbensen explains that the times without ‘lokal modstand’ might be over in 
which case he refers to ‘stor utilfredshed med den tilgang, som Christian Friis Bach 
udviser på det afrikanske kontinent’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, August 17 2013). It is interesting 
how Esbensen uses words such as koloniherrer and kulturimperialisme when it concerns 
‘lokal modstand’; when we, in Denmark, consider it a natural fact to demonstrate against 
local projects in Denmark, it is noteworthy that the discourse is different when it concerns 
changes in Africa. In addition, Friis Bach has never claimed that change is easy; in fact, in 
the article, ‘Minister: Ulandshjælp skal give ballade’ published in Jyllandsposten on 
October 9 2011, he states, ‘Du får ikke udvikling uden ballade, demonstrationer og 
brokkerier’. Esbensen refers to the previously mentioned letter, which indeed criticizes 
Friis Bach’s straightforward language. However, what happens here is that Esbensen 
adopts the same position as Ravnborg, Torm and Balslev-Olesen who condemn Friis 
Bach’s attitude; his rhetoric challenges the hegemonic discourse and therefore it is 
insinuated that he represents neo-colonialism. The article portrays a situation in which 
‘lokal modstand’ and neo-colonialism are two sides of the same coin despite the fact that 
the former minister is completely aware that resistance is inevitable when it comes to 
development. Indeed, Friis Bach encourages the African people to demand their needs and 
criticize the European methods (P1 Debat, August 26 2013). Esbensen asks the question 
‘skal vi måske blive bedre til at forstå, at uanset hvor gode intentionerne matte være, så kan 
udviklings- ‘hjælp’ godt opfattes som utidig neokolonialisme, hvis man ikke forstår den 
lokale kontekst?’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, August 17 2013). The above indicates that the 
discourse is hegemonic and ‘dictates’ what is acceptable and because Friis Bach uses a 
harsh rhetoric he is accused of neo-colonialism.     
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The international perspective 
In this paragraph, I will extend the analysis to involve the international perspective by 
analyzing the special edition of DR2 Debatten ‘Why Poverty?‘ which was broadcasted on 
November 29 20122. It is relevant to incorporate the program because it is directed at the 
Danish populations and is therefore relevant in relation to the Danish debate.  
The actors who participate in the televised panel debate discuss whether development aid 
will alleviate poverty or not. When asking the question: How big a favor can one say that 
the rich countries have done the poor with aid? (Appendix 1: 78) the host, Clement 
Kjærsgaard, reproduces the discourse, which presumes that western donor countries have 
in fact helped poor countries by giving them aid; at the same time, he challenges the 
discourse because he asks the question, which is the point of the debate i.e. to question the 
value of development aid. Dr. Alastair Fraser, lecture in African politics at the University 
of Cambridge, is not afraid to use a straightforward rhetoric. To the question above, he 
answers: ‘it (aid) has been given for a complicated combination of reasons, which has to do 
with geopolitics, ideology and with the effort to control the policy options […] There are 
some kind and generous people who give aid. But the overall logic of the aid system is to 
buy a place of a policy-making table in a recipient state to override the sovereignty of 
development countries’ (Appendix 1: 78). By claiming that donor countries are buying 
themselves influence, Fraser challenges the development discourse, which is based on the 
presumption that aid saves lives and increases growth in the ‘underdeveloped’ world. 
Fraser uses blunt rhetoric because of his subject positions as a ‘scholar’. Unlike politicians 
and NGO representatives who are obligated to provide aid, Fraser is occupied with 
teaching students facts concerning development and poverty in which case he is not 
obligated to use a certain rhetoric. Owen Barder, who is Senior Fellow and Director for 
Europe at the Center for Global Development, is occupied within the development world, 
and therefore he defends development aid: ‘Of course we could do it better, but we have to 
look at the results that we’re achieving. The aid system is not killing people; not having aid 
would be killing people’ (Appendix 1: 81).  
In addition, Frans Mikael Jansen, who is General Secretary at Mellemfolkelig Samvirke, 
also speaks within the development discourse when saying, ‘We take point of departure in 
                                                 
2 For the purpose of this project, I have not used the entire program, but selected the relevant part, which is 
20:54 minutes out of 1hr and 3o minutes. 
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poor people themselves and we link… as NGOs… we are not state, we are not companies, 
so we link people together in solidarity and campaigning’ (Appendix 1:80). Because of the 
subject position as a ‘NGO representative’, his identity is constructed discursively within 
the development world, which is why he ‘defends’ the discourse. Furthermore, Jansen 
states that, ‘we need to change the rules of the game and it is only the people who can 
change the rules of the game and that’s a path we are on’ (Appendix 1: 82). As NGO 
representative, Jansen uses a rhetoric, which indicates that we perceives himself as ‘part of 
the people’ in which case he talk about changing the rule of the game, thus letting the poor 
people be in charge of the changes.   
 
In this panel debate, Friis Bach does not talk about traditional African cultures, but 
discusses general issues of development aid in which he states that, ‘we also do it (aid) 
because we have genuine interest in combating poverty, for sure. And I think that it has 
been there and I think it has achieved enormous results’ (Appendix 1:79). In relation to the 
subject position, it is impossible to avoid the circumstance under which it is created. The 
identity is tied to the subject position and the subject react according to that position. 
Whereas Friis Bach, as Minister for Development Cooperation, is obligated to work for 
development, Fraser is not forced to speak within the discourse since he is not a part of the 
development world. The latter also applies to the Dutch freelance journalist, Linda Polman, 
who is very critical towards development aid and states that ‘there has always been a dark 
side of aid in which aid supports the wrong people… aid supports certain elites, which 
should perhaps not be there’ (Appendix 1: 76). Her subject position as a journalist creates a 
situation that allows her to be critical of the discourse and, in relation to Jansen’s statement 
regarding change, Polman argues that ‘the talk of change is actually greater than the actual 
change. This has to do with the fact that the aid industry has something to lose’ (Appendix 
1: 83). Polman and Fraser are not positioned as representatives of the development 
discourse, thus, they are able to criticize the rhetoric; hence, what happens here is that 
struggling discourses fight to become the prevailing discourse. Fraser and Polman 
represent an anti-development discourse and Friis Bach, Barder and Jansen represent a pro-
development discourse.  
In the following, I will draw attention to the letter sent by African and international NGO 
organizations to all Danish representatives in Africa. The letter is significant because it is 
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more than just criticism of Friis Bach, namely a recognition of his words as important; a 
point, which has been completely overlooked in the Danish debate. With focus on the 
letter, I will pay attention to Friis Bach’s statements as a contribution to an important 
debate. 
 
Africa, not a victim 
The letter written by 60 African and international NGO organizations has been given much 
attention in the Danish debate. The letter, in which Friis Bach is called disrespectful, 
provoking, neo-colonial and cultural imperialism, the NGO organizations proclaim: 
‘Africa is Sovereign and will not accept being re-colonized’ 
(http://ja4change.wordpress.com/2013/08/01/africa-is-sovereign-and-will-not-accept-
being-re-colonized/). The letter represents frustration and anger, which the organizations 
express on behalf of the African people. For instance, they write, ’Do you consider it 
acceptable that countries like yours should impose their failed development models on 
Africa as if they were models of success and the only guaranteed path towards 
development? ’. However, besides anger and frustration, the letter contains a very 
significant message, which is mentioned nowhere in the Danish debate. They write:  
 
Truth be told, Minister Christian Friis Bach said 
exactly what many politicians and leaders of 
developed countries think but cleverly would never 
dare say. Frankly, we prefer Christian Friis Bach to 
those other dodgy individuals. Petulant or reckless, 
your Minister of Development Cooperation said 
just what he thinks, giving us a chance to rebut, to 
contest and tell him that his notion of development 
is obsolete […] 
(http://ja4change.wordpress.com/2013/08/01/africa
-is-sovereign-and-will-not-accept-being-re-
colonized/). 
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What is interesting here, is that though the NGO representatives resent Friis Bach’s 
statements and by all means disagree with his points, besides the focus on women’s rights, 
they acknowledge his approach and courage to say what he thinks, which is what many 
other leaders and politicians think as well. In discourse theory, the subject is empty on its 
own because its identity is constructed discursively. Therefore, according to Laclau and 
Mouffe’s theory, the NGO representatives cannot be the origin of social relations, which is 
why the circumstance under which the subjects are constructed is essential. The African 
people are empty subjects in which case the development discourse that categorizes the 
African people, as ‘poor’ and ‘underdeveloped’. Thus, the development discourse names 
the African people as an entity, which means they are agents who occupy this particular 
subject position. However, as Laclau and Mouffe points out, ‘Owing to this very absence 
of a final suture, the dispersion of subject positions cannot constitute a solution…’ (Laclau 
and Mouffe, 2001: 122). This means that, within a different discourse, for instance, the 
discourse of African cultures, the African people can occupy a different subject position. 
Within a different discourse, the African people occupy a different subject position in 
which they are defined as ‘sovereign’, ‘independent’ and ’resourceful’ agents i.e. 
something else than ‘poor’. Furthermore, the letter is pointing at the fact that the people 
they speak on behalf of do not want to be viewed as victims, but as independent people 
with a sovereign voice. The discourse in the Danish debate lacks to acknowledge the fact 
that Friis Bach uses a harsh rhetoric, but actually recognizes that the African people have a 
voice, which is important to listen to.  
Regarding the development discourse in the Danish debate, it is an issue that the African 
people, as a whole, is positioned as victims. First, it is insufficient to categorize a whole 
continent of people, who live in 54 countries with different languages, cultures and 
traditions, as an entity with the same identity. Second, much recent data shows that many 
of the countries in Africa have a stable and growing economy and that the countries are 
able to contribute to sustaining global growth. In the article, ‘Afrika kan for første gang 
bidrage til den globale vækst’, the Nigerian Minister of Finance, Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala 
states that, ‘Afrika er forandret. For første gang er vi i stand til at bidrage til den globale 
vækst. Vi befinder os i en god position’ (Politiken, April 21 2013). Furthermore, a 
prognosis from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) states that the economies South of 
Sahara will progress with 5.6 percent in 2013 (Politiken April 21 2013). The African 
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continent is still vulnerable, but according to the above, the African continent is slowly 
developing and the stigmatizing picture of the ‘victimized continent’ is no longer just right. 
 
In the article, ‘Afrika skal ud af offerrollen’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, August 30 2013) Friis 
Bach tries to change the perception of Africa as a victim by recognizing that the African 
population is able to participate in the debate. Friis Bach states: ‘Man placerer hele det 
afrikanske kontinent i en offerrolle, hvis man mener, at afrikanerne ikke kan tåle en debat 
om menneskerettigheder og markedsøkonomi’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, August 30 2013). 
What Friis Bach tries to emphasize it that the African people are strong, and, that western 
countries must acknowledge that fact. He argues, ‘De har en stærk befolkning, der kan stå 
op for sine holdninger og også tale om emner, der vedrører Europa […] Jeg håber bestemt, 
at de afrikanske landbrugsorganisationer vil stille sig op og kritisere os for 
landbrugsstøtten, for den skal netop ændres i takt med de globale udfordringer’ (Kristeligt 
Dagblad, August 30 2013). What is at stake here, is that Friis Bach’s rhetoric shows a will 
to engage in a debate with the African organizations; he acknowledges that the African 
people have an opinion and he accepts to be criticized and is satisfied with the fact that he 
has created an important debate (Kristeligt Dagblad, August 30 2013). However, his 
pursue to have this debate in Denmark has not been acknowledged by the actors who 
participate in the public debate. Focus of the debate has been how controversial his 
statements are and not much attention has been paid to the importance of having a 
straightforward debate. Using a straightforward rhetoric in the debate has not been 
‘allowed’ within the hegemonic discourse; a discourse filled with antagonisms that create a 
situation in which the different identities prevent one another from being complete. In the 
Danish debate, Friis Bach has been accused of disrespecting traditional cultures when 
stating for instance: ‘det kræver et opgør med kulturelle strukturer – blandt andet 
høvdingernes magt’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, August 19 2013). However, the former minister is 
using a blunt because he is completely aware that change will be challenging and cause 
trouble. He argues, ‘Vi skaber ikke udvikling uden at udfordre traditionelle værdier, 
kulturelle mønstre og magtforhold. Og der har i dele af Debatten været en tendens til, at 
kulturforståelsen har skygget for det, vi tror på: demokrati, menneskerettigheder og 
markedsøkonomi’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, August 30 2013). The hegemony and power 
relations within the discourse make it impossible for the other actors to comprehend that 
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Friis Bach’s statements contribute to an important global debate. He uses a rough rhetoric 
in order to get his points across, but because his language is direct and different from that 
of the others, it is considered controversial and therefore wrong.  
 
Folk fra forstokkede u-landsmiljøer bør stikke piben ind 
By means of a blunt rhetoric, Friis Bach gives the people, whom the problems concern, a 
chance to participate in the debate and speak for themselves; a situation, which is not 
acknowledged within the hegemonic Danish discourse. However, in my search for 
empirical material, I was able to find a commentary piece in Kristeligt Dagblad, which 
recognizes Friis Bach’s rhetoric. In the article, ‘Folk fra forstokkede u-landsmiljøer bør 
stikke piben ind’ Edith Thingstrup, who is a vicar, states that, ‘vi bør takke 
udviklingsinisteren for at skære igennem den udbredte politiske korrekthed’ (Kristeligt 
Dagblad, August 22, 2013). Here Thingstrup criticizes the political correctness, which is 
embodied in the Danish discourse; a correctness, which is the result of the hegemonic 
identity that dictates what is acceptable and what is controversial. Furthermore, Thingstrup 
argues that, ‘Afrika har ikke just været noget lysende eksempel på u-landsbistandens 
success. Og det er der selvfølgelig nogle årsager til. Disse årsager er Friis Bach ikke bleg 
for at påpege. Og på den måde har han gjort sig selv og dansk u-landsbistand en stort 
tjeneste’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, August 22, 2013). By articulating her opinion directly, 
Thingstrup challenges the hegemonic discourse and questions the political correctness of 
the debate and the hidden power relations, which prevents an open debate. As Minister for 
Development Cooperation, Friis Bach speaks within the same discourse as the other actors; 
a discourse, which represents the picture of First World countries ‘saving’ Third World 
countries by means of democracy, investments, human rights, growth etc. Friis Bach does 
not challenge the principles of the discourse and he presents the government strategy as an 
effective strategy, which can contribute the reduction of poverty in the world. However, 
the difference between Friis Bach and the other actors is that he is not afraid to verbalize 
his thoughts, which is why he is called controversial. In addition, Thingstrup does also 
speak her mind and, when saying that, ‘vi bør takke udviklingsinisteren for at skære 
igennem den udbredte politiske korrekthed’ she indicates that the discourse is too 
hegemonic and needs to be challenged.              
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Development economies turn to China 
The development discourse it based on the First World idea that development equals 
democracy, human rights and marked capitalism. It is a hegemonic discourse, which 
‘dictates’ the principles of development. A ‘western model’, which is not questioned. 
However, on January 16 2014, Information published an article by the Zambian economist, 
Dambisa Moyo in which she criticizes the ‘western model’. She points out the reasons why 
development economies now turn to the Chinese model instead of the western. After 
following the European strategy for thirty years, Moyo argues they have realized that it 
does not work; China has delivered the results that the ‘emerging markets’ wants, which is 
why they turn to the east and not west (Information, January 16 2014). ‘Også selvom det 
betyder, at man må give afklad på liberale frihedsrettigheder. For drømmen om økonomisk 
fremskridt er stærkere i udviklingsøkonomierne end drømmen om frit og liberal demokrati, 
mener Dambisa Moyo. Og der har statskapitalisme vist sig mere effektiv end 
markedskapitalisme’ (Information, January 16 2014). She argues that many countries have 
chosen market capitalism as their economic approach but without the expected outcome. In 
South Africa, for instance, the official unemployment rate was 25 percent after the end of 
Apartheid in 1994; 20 years after, unemployment is still the same in the country despite the 
fact that they have democracy and market capitalism: ‘Gevinsterne ved globaliseringen er 
kommet dem, der har penge, til gode […] Du har selvfølgelig rige mennesker i landene, 
men gevinsterne ved globaliseringen og markedsøkonomi er kun kommet nogle få til gode’ 
(Information, January 16 2014). The reason why Moyo argues in favor of state capitalism 
is not, necessarily, that it is more effective; it has to do with the results that China has 
achieved by means of state capitalism: ‘Og når det tidligere vestlige forbillede, den frie 
markedsøkonomi, har spillet fallit, så må staten fylde mere i økonomien – som i Kina’ 
(Information, January 16 2014). According to Moyo, the problem of the west is, ‘at man 
har betragtet økonomien som statisk. Og man er stoppet med at kigge på sine egne liberale 
demokraiter, og hvordan de kan forbedres’ (Information, January 16 2014).  
Moyo has written the book Dead Aid, Why Aid Is Not Working and How There is Another 
Way for Africa (2009) in which she criticizes the concept of aid and the role of western 
countries, which she claims are responsible for poverty in Africa. Moyo is both widely 
recognized and criticized for her perspective on development; one of her biggest critics is 
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the founder of Microsoft, Bill Gates, who has claimed that she ‘didn’t know much about 
aid and what it was doing in Africa’ and ‘Books like that are promoting evil’ (forbes.com). 
It is interesting that Moyo’s opinion is perceived as controversial and ‘evil’ because she is 
critical towards development aid and, as an economist, speaks her mind about her 
perception of aid. Moyo is not the only critic of development cf. Fraser and Polman, but 
the critique is not recognized because such a recognition would mean abandoning deeply 
rooted principles of development and throwing away more than 60 years of work not to 
mention the huge amount of money spent on development.     
Moyo, Fraser and Polman’s critique raises the question of self-interest within the discourse 
on development, which I will analyze in the following paragraph. Since my focus is the 
Danish debate, I will look at the aspects of self-interest in a Danish context in which I will 
draw on Jensen’s perspectives of development in Danmark – Rigsfællesskab, 
Tropekolonier og den Postkoloniale Arv. Here he draws attention to the issue of Danish 
self-interest from the beginning of the development history in the 1950s until today. 
However, I will initiate the paragraph by elaborating on Moyo’s perspectives.   
 
A discourse of self-interest    
When considering reasons for providing development aid, many critics have claimed that 
since the beginning of global development aid, after World War II, development aid has 
been an industry in which western countries have had the opportunity to secure their own 
interests, thus exploiting the poor countries. Moyo is one of the critics and she argues that 
aid may be a good thing in theory, but does not work in practice because a donor country 
has the power to control the recipient country. In her previously mentioned book, she states 
that in many cases, recipient countries ‘have to spend it (edit: aid) on specific goods and 
services which originated from the donor countries, or a group selected by them’ (Moyo, 
2009: 38). According to Moyo, donors employ their own citizens to do a job in a donor 
country even though there are suitable candidates for the job in the recipient country. In 
additions to the above; she states that another significant problems about aid and 
partnership is that ‘aid flows only as long as the recipient country agrees to a set of 
economic and political policies’ (Moyo, 2009: 39). This argumentation paints the picture 
that donor countries care more about their self-interests than that of the donor country in 
which case self-interest is considered a negative thing. Obviously, there are countless of 
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counter arguments to the above, which I have pointed out in the analysis of the Danish 
debate: for instance, the 2012-government strategy, ‘The Right to a Better Life’, argues in 
favor of all the initiatives, which can reduce poverty and increase prosperity in the 
development countries. However, does this mean that Danish development work does not 
contain aspects of self-interest? 
In his book, Danmark – Rigsfællesskab, Tropekolonier og den Postkoloniale Arv, Lars 
Jensen analyzes the Danish development work from the 1950s until today. In his analysis, 
he focuses on the Danish colonial relationship with Greenland, which he uses to comment 
on the current development discourse in Denmark. In the chapter ‘Udviklingshjælpens 
parallelle dilemmaer’, Jensen analyzes the book, Idealer og realiteter: Dansk 
udviklingspolitiks historie 1945-2005 from 2008, which, among others, are written by 
Christian Friis Bach. Jensen criticizes the fact that the book pays very little attention to the 
process of decolonization, and, that the Danish discourse in general neglects the colonial 
history. The issue of colonialism is only briefly mentioned in Idealer og realiteter; Jensen 
states that, ‘det (er) svært at forestille sig, at der skulle kunne blive plads til en egentlig 
vurdering af afkoloniseringsperiodens præmisser og kolonimagternes intentioner og 
handlinger i denne periode. Det er problematisk, eftersom det er de samme magter, der står 
bag investeringer i ulandene’ (Jensen, 2012: 219). In addition, Jensen points out the fact 
that development countries have become poor ‘på grund af den europæiske koloniale 
tilstedeværelse, ikke på trods af’ (Jensen, 2012: 217).  It is not my intention to focus on the 
Danish colonial history per se, but mention the fact that it is a significant factor, which has 
shaped Danish development work.  
In his analysis, Jensen draws attention to the Danish development discourse in 1950s, after 
the UN created its development program. Idealer og realiteter presents the ideological 
agenda of the government at the time: ‘bistandens internationale karakter sikrede […] at 
den ikke medførte politiske eller økonomiske forpligtelser eller afhængighed af et enkelt 
land, hvad enten dette [var] præget af socialistisk, liberal eller kommunistisk ideologi’ 
(Jensen, 2012: 220). However, the agenda was in fact contradictory since the Foreign 
Minister, Ole Bjørn Kraft, used technical and economic aid as means by which to defend 
development countries against communism (Jensen, 2012: 220). In relation to the latter, 
Jensen points towards a situation in which the Danish politicians would pursue to 
‘westernize’ the development countries despite the effort to appear neutral. In terms of the 
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UN relations, Denmark, and the rest of Scandinavia ‘kunne spejle sig i resten af verdens 
elendighed ved at vise, hvorledes deres lande var blevet velfærdsnationer, med overskud til 
at hjælpe andre’ (Jensen, 2012: 222). Jensen criticizes the picture of Scandinavia, which is 
described in Idealer og realiteter as ‘fredens, frihedens og socialpolitikkens forkæmpere, et 
forbillede og eksempel til efterfølgelse for resten af verden’ (Jensen, 2012: 222).  
The Danish development discourse of the 1950s, which regarded Denmark as a role model, 
still exists today. In his article, ‘Alle Mennesker har ret til et bedre liv’, Friis Bach states 
that ‘Strategi og lov slår fast, at Danmark skal gå forrest i kampen for menneskrettigheder 
og demokrati’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, June 12 2012). Jensen argues that a summary of the 
period between 1962 and 1975, made by experts, points towards much self-interest in 
Denmark. He claims that the Danish attitude was motivated by self-interest and by social 
commitment, but argues that, in reality, it is only possible in a situation ‘hvor det, der tjener 
donorlandet, også tjener modtagerlandet […] at Vestens rigdom er til gavn for ulandene, 
fordi det gør Vesten i stand til at hjælpe ulandene qua den erhvervede velstand’ (Jensen, 
2012: 225); an effect, which Jensen claims has not proved to be effective during the 50 
years aid has existed. It is evident that the current discourse also encompasses more than 
one factor of motivation since Friis Bach acknowledges the Danish self-interest when it 
comes to development work. In the above-mentioned article, he states that 
‘udviklingsarbejdet er derfor ikke kun til gavn for verdens fattige lande. Det er også en 
investering, der er til gavn for Danmark. Det skal vi stå ved’ (Kristeligt Dagblad, June 12 
2012). This statement shows that the Danish government recognizes that self-interest is a 
part of development and it is considered significant that Denmark, as a donor country, 
handles its own interests regarding investments and growth. In his analysis of the Danish 
development work in the 1950s, Jensen criticizes the Danish self-interest of the 
government. Moreover, he disapproves of Idealer og realiteters analysis of development, 
which, he believes, fails to thoroughly and critically analyze the Danish development 
approach of the past; he disputes the fact that Idealer og realiteter, written in 2008, merely 
describes the Danish development history without questioning the rhetoric of the past 
(Jensen, 2012: 217). In addition, Jensen states the following about the development 
discourse:            
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Selv om bistandsdiskursen siden sin begyndelse efter 
anden verdenskrig har skiftet fokus adskillige gange 
under henvisning til en ny og mere inkluderende 
måde at udøve bistandshjælp på, så er det stadig 
billedet af brønden, der står tilbage, også i bogen 
Idealer og realiteter. Billedet af brønden 
repræsenterer på denne måde en kontinuitet i 
opfattelsen af, at det, det egentlig handler om, er at 
levere den teknologiske løsning til det fattige 
tredjeverdenssamfund. Men denne materielle 
løsningsforståelse støder sammen med opfattelsen af, 
at problemet i bistandsdiskursen består i at få 
handlingsrummet flyttet over på den fattiges side af 
skillet, og at bistandsdiskursen hele tiden forandrer 
sig progressivt (Jensen, 2012: 218). 
 
The above indicates that the development discourse has changed through the last decade. 
Nevertheless, my point of implementing Jensen’s analysis of the Danish development 
history is to show that despite changes, the development discourse of today is, in many 
ways, the same as in the 1950s; as Jensen points out in the above, ‘så er det stadig billedet 
af brønden der står tilbage’; the image of development today is still ‘en brønd’, and the 
discourse still revolves around the distinction between First and Third World countries. The 
discourse is indeed hegemonic in which case it ‘dictates’ the meaning of development aid. 
Moreover, it is hegemonic and deeply rooted in the perception of the concept, which is 
founded on western sovereignty and power.  
Through this first part of the analysis, I have discovered how the development discourse is 
constructed; I have analyzed how the mechanisms of power and hegemony are manifested 
in the Danish discourse and, I have analyzed why Friis Bach’s statements are considered 
controversial. In the following, I will make a genealogical analysis in which I will use 
Escobar’s analysis of development, which is a genealogical analysis as such.          
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Part 2: 
The Genealogical analysis 
The following will be a genealogical analysis of the development history. In doing so, I 
will draw on Escobar’s analysis of the development history, which is a genealogical 
analysis as such. He describes the significance of Foucault’s work the following way: 
‘Foucault’s work on the dynamics of discourse and power in the representation of social 
reality, in particular, has been instrumental in unveiling the mechanisms by which a certain 
order of discourse produces permissible modes of being and thinking while disqualifying 
and even making others impossible’ (Escobar, 1995: 5). 
 
In his book, Encountering Development, the Making and Unmaking of the Third World 
(1995), Escobar analyzes the history of development in which he emphasizes that the 
notion of the Third World, referring to Asia, Africa and Latin America, is not a fact of 
nature. It is a constructed image of ‘underdeveloped’ countries created by ‘developed’ First 
World countries. In fact, the concept of development aid is created on the foundation of the 
distinction between ‘rich’ and ‘poor’ countries; between modern civilizations and 
indigenous village societies; between modern technology and traditional cultures. This 
distinction, and the circumstances under which First and Third Worlds are shaped, did 
initially give rise to the beginning of development aid. Furthermore, the development 
discourse, which has existed for more than half a century, is shaped by historical events 
and conditions that has to do with distinction and First World positioning of Third World 
countries (Escobar, 1995). 
Escobar divides development into three aspects, which define it: ‘the forms of knowledge 
that refer to it and through which it comes into being and is elaborated into objects, 
concepts, theories, and the like; the system of power that regulates its practice; and the 
forms of subjectivity fostered by this discourse, those through which people come to 
recognize themselves as developed or underdeveloped’. (Escobar 1995, introduction from 
2012: 7). The aspects of knowledge, the system of power and the subjectivity of the 
discourse are focal points, which I will analyze further.  
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The significance of colonialism 
One of the factors pointed out by Escobar as significant in relation to the history of 
development is colonialism and the decline of colonial power: ‘there was an important 
connection between the decline of the colonial order and the rise of development. In the 
interwar period, the ground was prepared for the institution of development as a strategy to 
remake the colonial world and restructure the relations between colonies and metropoles’ 
(Escobar, 1995:26). Escobar uses Edward Said’s words to explain the discourse of 
development, which he believes to be very similar to that of ‘Orientalism’, which is 
essential in relation to colonialism. Western representation of the ‘Other’ is essential to 
colonial history. In order to deal with the people in the colonies, the western colonial 
masters invented the term the ‘Orient’ and the ‘Orient’ was handled was ‘by making 
statements about it, authorizing views of it, describing it, by teaching it, settling it, ruling 
over it: in short, Orientalism as a Western style for dominating, restructuring, and having 
authority over the Orient’ (Said in Escobar, 1995, introduction from 2012: 6). In present 
time, colonialism is considered a notion from the past because the colonized nations have 
gained independence and the mentioning of neo-colonial behavior is indeed controversial. 
However, based on the above it becomes apparent that colonialism has indeed influenced 
the development discourse in the sense that development, in some ways, continues to 
represent the ‘Orient’; although labeled with a different term ‘Third World’, development 
is still, in many ways, First World authority over Third World countries. During the 
colonial period, the west came to live in ‘a realm of mere representations and a realm of 
the ‘real’; into exhibitions and an external reality; into an order of mere models, 
descriptions or copies, and an order of the original’ (Escobar, 1995, Introduction from 
2012: 7-8). During the colonial period, the colonized ‘Other’ was not perceived as a part of 
the ‘real’ world, but a representation of another world of savages. Development as a 
concept is largely affected by a western distinction between representation and reality: ‘It 
is reflected in an objectivist and empiricist stand that dictates that the Third World and its 
peoples exist “out there,” to be known through theories and intervened upon from the 
outside’ (Escobar, 1995, Introduction from 2012: 7-8). 
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Foucault’s genealogical approach  
Escobar’s analysis is built on Foucault’s genealogical theory, which involves a method of 
observing and pointing out the discontinuity within a phenomenon that presents itself as 
continuative (Åkerstrøm 1999: 54-55). Thus, the aim of the genealogical approach is, by 
means of discourse, to find out how power is created and maintained in society, which has 
to do with exclusion. The development discourse is created on a foundation of power 
because the discourse contains only limited opportunities for speech, hence it stigmatizes 
certain groups, the ‘underdeveloped’, leaving them powerless, which gives legitimacy to 
other groups, the ‘developed’. Foucault is interested in questioning the discursive truism 
and wants to problematize knowledge as a neutral speech position. What genealogy does is 
questioning the power relations, which exist within the development discourse; it is power 
in the sense of actions affecting other actions by means of shaping the identity and horizon 
of meaning of the acting subjectivities (Torfing i Janoski et al. 2005: 158). The First World 
countries i.e. Europe and the United States, which created the concept of ‘development aid’ 
has been affected by actions, which have shaped their identity and horizon of meaning. By 
means of a genealogical analysis, Frist World knowledge about Third World countries is 
questioned as a neutral speech position; it is impossible that the knowledge acquired by 
western countries about ‘underdeveloped’ countries can be neutral and objective since the 
perception of Latin America, Asia and Africa, as Third World countries, is constructed 
discursively. Escobar states the following about development: ‘[…] the work of 
development institutions has not been an innocent effort on behalf of the poor. […] it has 
been able to integrate, manage, and control countries and populations in increasingly 
detailed and encompassing ways’ (Escobar 1995: 46-47).     
 
The Marshal Plan, technology and the fight between East and West 
Other factors, which have been of major importance in the history of development are the 
Marshall Plan and western capitalism, thus after World War II, a profound transformation 
took place in world affairs. The United States obtained an undisputable position of 
economic and military preeminence, placing the entire Western system under its tutelage. 
Nevertheless, what was most significant in this period was the regeneration of the 
European economy. A massive program of economic aid to Western Europe was 
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established, which culminated in the formulation of the Marshall Plan in 1948; an initiative 
perceived as ‘an exceptional event of historical importance’, which, however, was merely 
an investment in western world’s interests (Escobar, 1995: 33). By l949, the Marshall Plan 
was considered successful in the restoration of the European economy, which led to 
increasing focus on the longer-range problems of assistance for economic development in 
underdeveloped areas. The shift in focus resulted in President Truman’s Point Four 
Program. A program, which presented modern technology and capital as two vital factors 
for saving the poor countries. In relation to the Point Four Program, Escobar argues that, 
‘technology was seen as neutral and inevitably beneficial, not as an instrument for the 
creation of cultural and social orders’ (Escobar, 1995: 36). It was believed that the rich 
countries had the financial and technological capacity to secure progress all over the world. 
The rich countries were convicted that progress was not only possible, but also probably 
inevitable. The rationale was that ‘sooner or later the poor countries would become rich, 
and the underdeveloped world would be developed […] Now it was a matter of an 
appropriate strategy to do it, of setting in motion the right forces to ensure progress and 
world happiness’ (Escobar 1995:39). This firm believe in the ability to save the poor 
countries created the hegemonic discourse of development, which is inherent to the 
discourse of development today. Not only did it create the subject position of Third World 
countries as ‘underdeveloped’ wanting to be rescued by First World countries, the 
discourse also created a perception of First world countries as saviors who had the key i.e. 
technology and capital to reform the underdeveloped. The discourse reproduced the belief 
that only by means of material advancement could social, cultural, and political progress 
be achieved, and capital investment was thought of as the most important ingredient in 
economic growth and development. The advance of poor countries was thus seen from the 
outset as depending capital to create infrastructure, industrialization, and the overall 
modernization of society. However, the answer was domestic savings, which trapped many 
of the poor countries in a ‘vicious circle’ of poverty and lack of capital in which case a lot 
of the ‘badly needed’ capital would have to come from abroad. Therefore, international 
organizations and institutions such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, 
created in 1944, and the United Nations technical agencies, which was also a product of 
the mid- 1940s, were created to carry out the complex task ahead (Escobar, 1995: 40). 
Thus, in order for the ‘underdeveloped’ countries to reform, they needed help from the rich 
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countries creating a situation of continually dependency, which is what development aid is 
based on today.    
Another aspect, which has shaped the discourse of development is the creation of different 
worlds: ‘by the early 1950s, the notion of three worlds— the free industrialized nations, the 
Communist industrialized nations, and the poor, non-industrialized nations, constituting the 
First, Second, and Third World respectively— was firmly in place’ (Escobar 1995: 31). 
However, after the expiration of the Second World, subsequent to the decline of the Soviet 
Union, the notions of First and Third worlds remained and today this distinction still 
articulates a ‘regime of geopolitical representation’ (Escobar 1995: 31). Clearly, First 
World countries, led by United States supremacy, maintained its control over the Third 
World continuing the representation and separation between rich and poor. According to 
Escobar, development ‘assumes a teleology’ in the sense that the savage people will 
ultimately be reformed, hence ‘westernized’. However, this assumption continually 
reproduces the separation between the First World ‘reformers’ and ‘those to be reformed’ 
by maintaining the supposition that Third World people are different and inferior compared 
to the European; a situation, which is inherent to discrimination since the ‘reformed’ is 
placed in a fixed position as ‘underdeveloped’ which seems impossible to sunder (Escobar 
1995: 53-54).  
When considering the power relations in history, which have shaped the development 
discourse, Escobar emphasizes that, ‘The cold war was undoubtedly one of the single most 
important factors at play in the conformation of the strategy of development’ (Escobar, 
1995: 33-34). After World War II in the late 1940s, the struggle between East and West had 
moved to the Third World; ‘development became the grand strategy for advancing such 
rivalry and, at the same time, the designs of industrial civilization’ (Escobar, 1995: 34). In 
addition, most of the approximately 150 wars of the last four decades were fought in the 
Third World, many of them with the direct or indirect participation of powers external to 
the Third World. In other words, the fight between the East and the West was a battle 
between Communism and Socialism in which case the Third World was held hostage in the 
middle. It was a battle of power and of developing the poor countries. In the West, ‘the fear 
of Communism became one of the most compelling arguments for development’ and, in 
the early 1950s, it was considered an objective truth that poor countries had to be rescued 
from their poverty or else they would succumb to Communism (Escobar, 1995: 34). 
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Ethnocentrism and the exclusion of people 
In addition to the factors mentioned above, Escobar explains that patriarchy and 
ethnocentrism are influential factors regarding development. He states that, ‘indigenous 
populations had to be ‘modernized,’ where modernization meant the adoption of the ‘right’ 
values, namely, those held by the white minority or a mestizo majority and, in general, 
those embodied in the ideal of the cultivated European’ (Escobar 1995:43). Hence, the 
entire ground on which development is founded was the European self-perception of being 
superior to Third World countries in all ways possible, and, according to western 
perception of the world, it was considered objective to distinguish between ‘right’ 
European values and that of the savage people: ‘Forms of power in terms of class, gender, 
race, and nationality thus found their way into development theory and practice. The 
former do not determine the latter in a direct causal relation; rather they are the 
development discourse’s formative elements’ (Escobar, 1995: 43). In today’s development 
work, it is widely recognized that African, Asian and Latin American countries are indeed 
‘modern’ with great value from which European countries can learn. However, the things 
that have not changed is the principal western understanding of development as something, 
which is passed on from First World to Third World countries. Regardless of recognition, 
politicians and NGO representatives still talk about democracy, foreign investments and 
economic growth as the solution to poverty and ‘underdevelopment’. The discourse, which 
perceives First World countries as ‘the reformer’ and Third World countries as ‘the 
reformed’, has prevailed as the dominating discourse; Escobar states that, ‘After four 
decades of this discourse, most forms of understanding and representing the Third World 
are still dictated by the same basic tenets’ (Escobar, 1995: 53).      
 
It has become clear that Escobar’s analysis points at development as a field of segregation 
and inequality; hence, he pays attention to the most significant form of exclusion, namely 
the exclusion of people, which is ironic since development was supposed to be all about 
people. Escobar concludes that, ‘development was— and continues to be for the most 
part— a top-down, ethnocentric, and technocratic approach, which treated people and 
cultures as abstract concepts, statistical figures to be moved up and down in the charts of 
‘progress’’ (Escobar, 1995: 44). Instead of being a cultural process, development has been 
as ‘a system of more or less universally applicable technical interventions intended to 
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deliver some ‘badly needed’ goods to a ‘target’ population’ (Escobar, 1995: 44). Indeed, 
there are different interpretations of the development history, but analyzed through a 
genealogical perspective, it is evident that development as a concept, which was created to 
‘save’ the Third World, has done much harm to those who were supposed to be ‘reformed’. 
Certainly, development as such, including aid, has contributed to improving standards in 
the poor countries, but the discourse has been hegemonic: ‘It comes as no surprise that 
development became a force so destructive to Third World cultures, ironically in the name 
of people’s interests’ (Escobar, 1995: 44). First World countries have always been superior 
to Third World countries in which case the discourse has maintained unequal power 
relations reproduced the representation of the indigenous people.  
To sum up the genealogical analysis, it must be emphasized that even though the 
development discourse has remained more or less unchanged, a discourse is never 
completely fixed in which case the unequal power structures among First and Third World 
countries are likely to change, and Foucault stresses that, ‘power is not a function of 
consent. In itself it is not a renunciation of freedom, a transference of rights, the power of 
each and all delegated to a few […] ; the relationship of power can be the result of a prior 
or permanent consent, but it is not by nature the manifestation of a consensus’ (Foucault in 
Dreyfus and Rabinow 1982: 788); hence, because power is not an indication of consensus 
it can change. Moreover, in his conclusion, Escobar states the following: ‘Cultural 
differences embody—for better or worse, this is relevant to the politics of research and 
intervention—possibilities for transforming the politics of representation, that is, for 
transforming social life itself’ (Escobar, 1995: 225).  
 
Slavoj Žižek 
Slavoj Žižek, who is a Slovenian philosopher, is very critical towards the ‘western system’ 
and opposes the western way of thinking that concepts such as democracy and human 
rights are universal and non-questionable. Žižek is interested in discourse, but is not 
content with discourse analysis as a method because he thinks that the subject cannot be 
reduced to the social, which is what the notion of subject position does (Laustsen and 
Bjerre, 2013: 39); instead, he uses psychoanalysis because it offers a critical perspective, 
which he believes is not the case with discourse analysis: ‘Den (psychoanalysis) kan 
eksplicitere et betingende niveau, der stikker dybere end historiske, kulturelle og sproglige 
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forhold’ (Laustsen and Bjerre, 2013: 39). Žižek is an unusual philosopher who entertains 
and provokes with his rather controversial notion of the world: ‘Det handler for Žižek om 
at påpege det, vi ikke ved, at vi ved – den viden, som vi ikke har gjort os klar om os selv, 
og som vi måske ikke vil være ved’ (Laustsen and Bjerre, 2013: 118). Consistent with my 
research question in which I wanted to analyze hidden power relation in the discourse on 
development aid in the Danish debate, I find it relevant to draw on some of Žižek’s 
perspectives because he offers an extended critique of the concepts of democracy and 
human rights, which are considered universal and true in the western perception of the 
world. Thus, his viewpoints are relevant and interesting in order to shed light on the 
perspectives already examined in my analysis.           
 
Inhuman rights 
Based on my empirical material, it has become clear that human rights is one of the topics, 
which is very significant to Danish development work. In the 2012 government strategy 
one of the main goals are to ‘apply human rights as a core value in our partnerships and use 
principles of non-discrimination, participation, transparency and participation in all phases 
of our development cooperation’ (um.dk); in the article, ‘Alle mennesker har ret til et bedre 
liv’ (Politiken, June 12 2012) written by Christian Friis Bach the word 
‘menneskerettigheder’ is mentioned eleven times, which indicates that it is indeed a key 
issue to the Danish government: ‘Hovedbudskabet er, at fattigdom skal bekæmpes gennem 
fremme af menneskerettigheder og inklusiv økonomisk vækst […] Respekt for 
menneskrettigheder, demokrati og udvikling hænger derfor usøseligt sammen […] Derfor 
sætter vi menneskerettighederne i centrum for bekæmpelse af fattigdommen’ (Politiken, 
June 12 2012). Furthermore, in P1 Debatten, Friis Bach states that ‘Vi skal sige vores 
mening og menneskerettighederne er jo ikke noget, der er vores ide eller noget, det er helt 
fundamentalt’ (P1 Debat August 26 2013: 7). The above points at a situation in which 
human rights are not only considered important for development, but also a fundamental 
thing for all people in the world; an assumption, which Žižek does not share – on the 
contrary.  
In his article, Against Human Rights (libcom.org) Žižek condemns the concept of human 
rights by which he states: ‘what the ‘human rights of Third World suffering victims’ 
effectively means today, in the predominant discourse, is the right of Western powers 
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themselves to intervene politically, economically, culturally and militarily in the Third 
World countries of their choice, in the name of defending human rights’ (libcom.org). Just 
as Escobar argues that, the concept of development is based on western power and 
sovereignty, Žižek believes that human rights are completely useless because ‘they are the 
rights of those who, precisely, have no rights, and are treated as inhuman’ (libcom.org). In 
other words, Žižek’s point about human rights is that the people who politicians like Friis 
Bach says have the right to a better life are reduced to a human being ‘in general’, which 
means a human being deprived of its socio-political identity; a being with independent 
thoughts, feelings, political opinion, sexual orientation, religious view etc. When the 
Danish government focus on human rights, it is connected to aspect of development, which 
is believed to be useful for both the individual and the local community within a Third 
World country. Friis Bach mention human rights as something fundamental and universal, 
thus not invented. However, Žižek criticizes this perception of universality by asking 
rhetorically, ‘How – in what specific historical conditions—does abstract universality 
become a ‘fact of (social) life? (libcom.org.); hence, no such thing as universal human 
rights exist.   
As Escobar also points out, development is a First World invention of pursuing to ‘reform’ 
the ‘underdeveloped’ in which case it contains an aspect of being effective and useful 
according to First World standards. By claiming that Third World countries need certain 
human rights, the people are deprived of their identity and right to control their lives. 
Therefore, to Žižek, human rights encounter a paradox because Third World people are 
deprived of their human rights when they are reduced to human beings without human 
identity in which case they ‘become the ideal bearer of those universal human rights’ 
(libcom.org). According to Žižek, those ‘universal human rights’, which belong to all of us 
independently of profession, sex, citizenship, religion, ethnic identity do not belong to all 
of us since they are a set of rights defined by First World societies and he describes it in the 
following way:  
 
’Man’, the bearer of human rights, is generated by a set of 
political practices which materializes citizenship; ‘human 
rights’ are, as such, a false ideological universality, which 
masks and legitimizes a concrete politics of Western 
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imperialism, military interventions and neo-colonialism 
(libcom.org.).           
 
In Escobar’s genealogical analysis, he concludes that development is a First World 
invention. Consistent with Escobar’s conclusion, Žižek offers a point of view, which 
deduces that human rights are merely a First world excuse to interfere with Third World 
countries.  
 
Democratic fundamentalism  
 As mentioned previously, Žižek is very critical of democracy, which is also a western 
invention. In relation to my aim of analyzing hegemony and power relations within the 
development discourse in the Danish debate, it is interesting to look at Žižek’s notion of 
democracy, which opposes the idea, that democracy is social and equally representative of 
all its citizens. In the article, ‘Alle mennesker har ret til et bedre liv’ Friis Bach addresses 
democracy as a natural and ultimately inevitable progression for many Third World 
countries in order to become ‘reformed’; he states that, ‘fattigdom har ringere vilkår i 
lande, hvor menneskerettigheder og demokratiske spilleregler respekteres […] (Politiken, 
June 12 2012). Žižek sees it as a major problem that the discourse of democracy is 
hegemonic and therefore not questioned. Žižek talks about democratic fundamentalism, 
which refers to democracy as such; a concept ‘hvis funktion der ikke stilles spørgsmål ved’ 
(Laustsen and Bjerre, 2013: 112). Again, it is a First World perception that democracy 
necessarily holds the key to poverty reduction in the Third World. Ultimately, democracy is 
a manifestation of western power because western countries are eager to reform non-
western countries in the name of democracy: ‘Man så det tydeligt i den måde, man i Vesten 
spejlede sig i de nye demokraiter i Øst. Vi nød den beundring, styrerne i Øst mødte os med, 
og mistede på den baggrund vores fornemmelse for selvkritik’ (Laustsen and Bjerre, 2013: 
112). Žižek believes that because democracy is ‘the key moment in modern political 
history’ (Žižek et al, 2000: 98) it is a phenomenon, which ultimately everything else is 
measured according to; other struggles within domains such as race, sex, religion, 
economy are ‘applications’ of the principle of democracy. Žižek argues, ‘when we are 
dealing with a series of particular struggles, is there not always one struggle which, 
although it appears to function as one in the series, effectively provides the horizon of the 
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series as such?’ (Žižek et al, 2000: 98). Žižek states that ‘formal democracy is a necessary 
but illusory expression of a concrete social reality of exploitation and class domination’ 
(libcom.org.) by which he means that democracy is an invention, which encompasses 
certain rules; it is nothing but an imagined manifestation of reality to which we hold on. 
Moreover, his that point is that democracy as such function as the horizon according to 
which all other things are determined. Because democracy as principle is not questioned, 
the discourse of democracy is indeed hegemonic and therefore offers no alternatives. Using 
Derridan terms, Žižek states that, ‘the condition of impossibility of the exercise of power 
becomes its condition of possibility’ (Žižek et al, 2000: 94), which means that democracy 
encounters ultimate uncertainty and impossibility of the exercise of power, which is 
exactly what legitimizes democratic power. In order to explain that further, I will use 
another of Žižek’s examples. He argues that the failure of communication is what forces us 
to talk constantly, which means that we would quit talking and discussing forever if we 
could articulate what we wanted to say. Consequently, because the principles of 
democracy, and communication, are ultimately impossible, that is what makes it possible 
to exert power and keeps the discourse of democracy hegemonic.               
Conclusion      
By means of discourse Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse analysis, I have answered my 
research question: How are power relations and hegemony manifested in the discourse 
on development aid in the public Danish debate? 
Using Laclau and Mouffe’s notions of hegemony, I have demonstrated that the discourse of 
development is hegemonic, which means that the discourse ‘dictates’ what is allowed to 
say and think within the discourse. Because the discourse is hegemonic, it is not accepted 
to challenge the rhetoric, which is what Christian Friis Bach does when he claims that 
traditional African cultures have no value. By focusing of the articulations in the Danish 
debate, it has been clarified that the actors speak within the same discourse, but because 
Friis Bach uses a straightforward rhetoric, his statements are perceived as controversial; 
they represent the same discourse, but Friis Bach verbalizes the hidden power relations of 
the discourse. Furthermore, by using the term subject position to analyze the actors within 
the debate, I have established that it is the subject position of the actors i.e. the 
circumstance under which the subject is constructed discursively, which shapes their 
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identity. Therefore, since Friis Bach’s subject position is different from that of the other 
actors within the debate, their ‘social realities’ are different. I have discovered that Friis 
Bach’s intention of using tough language was to create an open debate, which would give 
the African people a chance to criticize and articulate their opinion. However, because the 
discourse is hegemonic, an open debate is not possible in Denmark because words like 
høvding is unacceptable. 
By means of Escobar’s analysis of the development history in which he uses Foucault’s 
concept of genealogy, I have examined which historical phenomena and power relations 
that have shaped the discourse of development. It has been explained that colonialism and 
decolonization have been important factors regarding the invention of development. 
Furthermore, the Marshal Plan, The Cold War, technology and the establishment of the 
notions of First, Second and Third Worlds are all historical phenomena, which have had 
major impact on the structure of the development discourse and the power relations it 
encounters.  
Last, by implementing the perspectives of Žižek in which he criticizes the concepts of 
human rights and democracy, I have concluded that development aid and development in 
general are concepts are constructed entirely by western ideologies, self-perception and 
sovereignty. The development discourse with the invention of the distinction between First 
and Third World has inevitable created the perception that First World countries are 
sovereign and have power over Third World countries. A discourse is so deeply rooted in 
the history and the mind of the people in which case it is extremely difficult to change.  
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Appendix 1: DR2 Debatten, November 29 2012 
(07.57 – 28.11) 
Clement Kjærsgaard: Will development aid alleviate poverty? 
Now, Linda Polman, you have written extensively on the question of, what you call the 
‘development industry’. What is wrong with development aid the way we are giving it to-
day and the way we have been giving it for decades? 
Linda Polman, writer and journalist: The help is industrialized; development aid is a 
multi-billion-dollar industry, 70 donor governments involved, 130 billion $ per year in-
volved and estimated 50.000 NGOs involved, and you can imagine that all these agendas 
are colliding with each other.  
Clement Kjærsgaard: Surely, but it’s a good thing, you got all these people working to-
gether, deviate poverty and suffering in the third world, they are spending a lot of money, 
all of that sounds good.  
Linda Polman: it sounds good, yes, but in practice, there are plenty of problems. One of 
the problems is that aid organizations and donors do not necessarily join one program and 
are not necessarily working towards one goal, on the contrary, I would say. Most of the 
governments, most of the organizations are doing their own program and are not very 
much involved in cooperation with each other, which means that if they want development, 
it could have been a lot more if they have cooperated.  
Clement Kjærsgaard: So, how bad is it, Linda Polman? Are we merely wasting money or 
are we actually making problems worse?  
Linda Polman: In some cases, we are making problems worse. I’m not denying that aid is 
saving human lives, but lots more lives could be saved if the money would be spent more 
wisely and more towards one communal goal. Why do we not have a program of where do 
we want the world to be in five or10 years? This is the problem, there is a lot of money in-
volved and the money is not being spent efficiently, and that is a waste of money.  
Clement Kjærsgaard: Owen Barder, is this absolutely true that there are many aid organi-
zations, politicians and others who are involved with this who do exactly what Linda Pol-
man characterizes as being more concerned with their own projects and their own agandas 
than actually with the result they create?  
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Owen Barder, Senior Fellow and Director for Europe at the Center for Global Develop-
ment: I don’t think it is true. I know lots of people working within the aid system, politi-
cians and NGOs who are very interested in producing results and they have achieved enor-
mous results, and over the last fifty years we have had the most successful period in human 
history of getting people access to vaccination, clean drinking water, reducing maternal 
mortality, reducing infant mortality and reducing hunger. Now, it is true, that we could im-
prove the system more. And I think it is absolutely right to say that it would be good if we 
had a more rational system of organization producing those services. And one of the things 
that the aid industry have really tried to do, is really try to work much more with govern-
ments, to bring together public services. But I think, to say that because there are a lot of 
organizations working in this space therefore it doesn’t work or therefore it is all a waste of 
money is absolutely throwing the baby out with the bath water.  
Clement Kjærsgaard: Polman… 
Linda Polman: Like I said before, there have been results with aid, but there has always 
been a dark side of aid in which aid supports the wrong people, aid supports certain elites, 
which should perhaps not be there. Aid can be a contribution to war to the lengths of war 
and to the strengths of wars. There are a lot of dark sides to aid and I do believe that the aid 
world should make a lot and bigger effort to deliver on their promises, they owe it to the 
people and the countries where they are spending all that money, to spend it as wisely as 
they can. The problem with changing the aid world is that most changes that are necessary, 
like cooperation and coordination, means that the organizations and donors will have to de-
liver some of their freedom and sovereignty. Right now aid is a free marked and every do-
nor and every single aid organization can go to the country of his or her choice, do what-
ever they like and leave when they believe they are done there. If you would force aid or-
ganizations and donors to commit themselves to countries, to commit themselves to groups 
of victims, it would mean that they have to give up some of their sovereignty and this is 
why it is so hard to change the aid world. I believe it is the duty of the public, of us, and of 
journalism to expose this and to ‘help’ organizations and to’ help’ the donors to perform 
better.  
Clement Kjærsgaard: Christian Friis Bach, is this true? 
Christian Friis Bach: some of it is. I think we haven’t been enough accountable to the 
people who are supposed to benefit from aid, but it’s happening now, it’s happening fast. 
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You have in Kenya people running around with mobile phones in health clinics and check-
ing that the medicine is there, texting if it is not, you have school teachers who organize lo-
cally and demand that the school books arrive and they get funds for a new roof or what-
ever, so people are now increasingly engaging, participating and wishing… wishing. 
Clement Kjærsgaard: but you are saying ‘now’, Friis Bach. Was any of the criticism that 
are made by Linda Polman absolutely true 10 or 20 years ago? 
Christian Friis Bach: Some of it, definitely and not well enough organized, the “projecti-
tis” of the development aid was there. It means that we all did individual projects in differ-
ent parts of the world, but it definitely happened. I have definitely seen Africa villages with 
three different extensive services for farmers who didn’t even have time to do their crops 
because they had to attend all the courses. And of course, that was not sufficiently coordi-
nated, but now the farmers are doing it themselves.  
Clement Kjærsgaard: Linda Polman… 
Linda Polman: why is it so difficult for journalists, for scientists to access information 
that is relevant for the entire aid industry? It is so difficult because there is no coordination; 
there is no central administration. All aid organizations can have their own administration. 
If I were to find out what the 50.000 aid organizations, I would have to examine 50.000 of 
them and then try to put together a picture. There is no true accountability of what they are 
doing.  
Christian Friis Bach: each organization is not supposed to be accountable to you (Linda 
Polman), they are supposed to be accountable to the people that they are working for. 
Linda Polman: of course they are, but it is our money…  
Christian Friis Bach: they should be accountable to those they try to help and increas-
ingly they are. And that’s what create change. 
Linda Polman: aid organizations are much more aware that accountability are demanded 
of them by the public, but that doesn’t mean that the accountability is actually there.  
Sunita Narain: Just a quick issue, Linda, and I’m sure that’s not what you meant, but, you 
know, this whole I keep hearing the tax payers say, it is our money, and it is because of this 
syndrome that I believe a lot of the problem have come about because aid have always 
been trying to justify what it is doing to its own people without understanding and without 
being able to really be accountable to the people on ground. If you’re accountable to the 
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people on ground, if you’ re supportive of what their aspirations are, it will do develop-
ment, it will happen over time, and then you can explain to people that it is not a quick fix 
and it isn’t something with which you can go back to people and say, ‘your tax payers 
money was spent to build a plant’, it is not as simple as that.  
Linda Polman: if you don’t have an independent outside controller of what the aid indus-
try is actually doing, there is no such thing as accountability. It will always be the butcher 
testing its own meat.   
 
Sunita Narain: you’re missing a point. I think the accountability will come from the na-
tions themselves, from the people who are receiving the aid, from their democratic institu-
tions, their media, theirs pillars of democracy. We should not be so patronizing to people 
and I think they are out there to work with them not to think they are helpless people who 
cannot fight for themselves. The problem with the aid business is also that they don’t look 
at people like human beings. 
Clement Kjærsgaard: All right, Mr. Fraser, the western world; Europe and the United 
States of course, has been given out development aid over decades. How big a favor can 
one say that the rich countries have done the poor with aid? 
 
Alastair Fraser, lecture in African politics, Cambridge: how big a favor? That wasn’t the 
point of aid. The conversation at the moment is confusing, the idea of aid as if it’s designed 
to create development in recipient countries. That is not the point of aid, not why it’s given. 
It has been given for a complicated combination of reasons, which has to do with geopoli-
tics, ideology and with the effort to control the policy options. 
Clement Kjærsgaard: so, you say we don’t give out aid to make life better for people in 
the poor countries? 
Alastair Fraser: it has to do with a combination of factors. There are some kind and gen-
erous people who give aid. But the overall logic of the aid system is to buy a place of a 
policy-making table in a recipient state to override the sovereignty of development coun-
tries. 
Clement Kjærsgaard: so, we buy ourselves influence? 
Alastair Fraser: we buy ourselves influence and it doesn’t work. 
Clement Kjærsgaard: Friis Bach… 
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Christin Friis Bach: we also do it because we have genuine interest in combating poverty, 
for sure. And it think that has been there and I think it has achieved enormous results. Be-
cause vaccinating kids, you know, is not something where you can see the geopolitics right 
around the corner, and getting them into schools and getting them into health clinics out 
there and enormous results have been done. We haven’t been efficient enough in doing it 
and in building strong states and accountable societies and engage people and keep them 
accountable…  
Alastair Fraser: The aid agencies always tells that the thing they did five years ago was 
disastrously wrong, but they recently discovered the magic bullet. At the moment the 
magic bullet is public participation, the idea that in it would be possible for a village in 
Ghana to hold the UK government accountable is a ridiculous idea. 
Clement Kjærsgaard: Now I will like to introduce Meagan Carnahan. Tell us, very 
briefly, you are working with a group called ‘Solar Mamas’, who are they? 
 
Meagan Carnahan, senior advisor, Barefoot College: they are illiterate grandmothers 
from rural areas in the developing world that we bring to India to train to be solar engi-
neers. Then they go back to their villages and install solar unification in their households. 
Clement Kjærsgaard: Dr. Evens, does this work? We have grandmothers, they come to 
The Barefoot College, they are trained, they learn how to install solar panels, they go back 
to their village. Is this how you create wealth?   
Dr. Evens: the best way to answering that, during the Second World War, Red Cross went 
to Auschwitz. The SS put on a violin quartet by the gates and the aid community disap-
peared saying ‘there’s nothing going on here’. It’s a noble effort, but its’ camouflage for 
dark forces, for governments, for often spying operations, often aid doesn’t get down the 
food chain to the poorest people. And often it’s for plaything of greedy, politicians. I think 
the minister would admit that during the Cold War most aid as the plaything even in de-
mocracies for geopolitical games.   
Christin Friis Bach: I totally agree…  
Dr. Evens: so the point is, as Alastair said, it’s always recently, you know, things have 
changed. But it hasn’t. The real tragedy is that aid is a complete diversion. The real issue 
should be about trade, about taking people in these communities seriously.  
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Clement Kjærsgaard: all right, let’s talk about trade, but I need to know Meagan, is this 
true, are you doing no good whatsoever?  
Meagan Carnahan: No. he’s sitting far too long behind a desk and absolutely has no con-
cept of what’s going on around. I think that the conversation of aid is one about aid that no 
longer takes into account the voice of the community and the grassroots population as to 
what solutions are going to work for them. It is not sustainable and that has been proven 
very single day. I also think the other conversation that has not been brought up by any-
body so far I  s the conversation about what the real financial cost of poverty is to the 
world economy. We cannot continue that. So unless we come together to find some solu-
tions, both attack the problem from the ground up as well as perhaps looking at how better 
it can be attacked from the top down. We are not going to arrive at this. 
Clement Kjærsgaard: alright, Frans Mikael Jansen, come and join us. I would like you to 
respond to the criticism from Alistair. He is saying that whenever you talked to an NGO, 
you guys have always come up with something you can do better, so if aid didn’t work per-
fectly 10 years ago, now you have the solution for that and if it didn’t work perfectly 20 
years ago, there was another reason for it. Is it true?  
Frans Mikael Jansen, General secretary MS, Actions aid, Denmark: it’s not true, but I 
think that the power in the people, it’s people who are going to change the world and find 
new ways of doing development. We take point of departure in poor people themselves and 
we link, as NGOs, we are not state, we are not companies, so we links people together in 
solidarity and campaigning. 
Clement Kjærsgaard: so if it’s people who start this process and it’s people who continue 
this process themselves in these countries who create the results, why do they need you? 
Frans Mikael Jansen: We are part of the people, aren’t we? Because part of the things we 
do as… I’m part of Action Aid global federation, we work in Denmark to try to influence 
the politicians and the EU, to do something about the agricultural policy in EU to try to get 
the governments of EU to do something about the climate, that’s our role. We do that to-
gether and in solidarity with our partners in 40 countries.  
Alastair Fraser: That’s an incredible tight circle, this idea that what you have is states and 
outside of them is society and NGOs operating on behalf of the masses. It’s a nonsense. 
What percentage of your money comes from official sources, comes from donors? 
Frans Mikael Jansen: Well, in Actions Aid International, it’s less than 50 percent.  
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Alastair Fraser: less than 50 percent, that is a fairly significant bunch of your money that 
comes from the people that you tell me you’re lobbying for.  
Frans Mikael Jansen: 400.000 people in Europe directly, individually support Action 
Aid’s work in solidarity with poor people work in 3000 communities in the south. And 
that’s solidarity links we built.   
Alastair Fraser: I like the idea building solidarity linkages, I like the idea of people to 
people connection. But there is an industry in the aid sector in which the staff change or-
ganization constantly from donor to state to civil society, the ideology is linked across 
them, they all work with basically the same idea even in slightly different organizations. Its 
circular. 
Owen Bader: This is an absolutely surreal conversation. Of course there are problems 
with the aid system. There have been, is and will continue to be, but it is like saying be-
cause there are problems with our educations system that does mean we should shut it 
down the schools. Of course we could do it better, but we have to look at the results that 
we’re achieving. The aid system is not killing people, not having aid would be killing peo-
ple. The aid system is saving millions of lives every year, it’s giving people… I was living 
in Ethiopia. In the last draught in Ethiopia here in 2010 2011 and the famine that we saw 
here in 1982 when I was last living in Ethiopia, that was not repeated. Why? Because the 
government had been given the position to give people access to food and created a possi-
bility for them to have an income when the rain fell. Over at the border in Somalia where 
there was no government system, there was a famine. Why? Because of the aid and the 
warning system that provided the money. And the fact that the aid system time and time 
again delivers. Yes, we can make it better, but don’t those criticism to suggest that the 
whole system doesn’t work. 
Dr. Evens: the system failed as what we saw in Haiti. While we’re standing here talking, 
okay, the rapports put there that look at the human cost just of EU trade barrier to sub-Sa-
haran. The cost of not having trade – fair free trade is one human life every 13 second.   
Owen Bader: Nothing to do with aid. Nothing to do with aid. 
Dr. Evens: But the point is, why isn’t Bob Geldof, Bono why isn’t the aid industry lobby-
ing the EU?  
Owen Bader: We are, my organization does, that’s what I do for a living. 
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Dr. Evens: why aren’t this community demonstrating outside the farmer unions in Lon-
don?  
Owen Bader: we are. That’s exactly what we are doing.  
Clement Kjærsgaard: order. Now, Friis Bach, I’m sure if I ask why aren’t you working to 
eradicate the trade barrier as Dr. Evens suggest, you would say that you are. But the point 
is this, is it true, and Dr. Evens has a point here and Mr. Frasier that the question of free 
trade and the question of the real money flows of the economy are far larger than develop-
ment aid, the significance of them is far greater?    
Christin Friis Bach: Before becoming a minister I was a trade economist and lecture 
number one in any trade economy courses comparative advantage can be global games, but 
they only redistributes it fairly if you have redistribution mechanisms behind it. It is Adam 
Smith, it is the first lecture and it’s David Ricardo and all of those, you have to have a dis-
tribution mechanism as well as trade. Nigeria traded enormous amounts of oil and got no 
richer.  
Dr. Evens: So which decade are we gonna get the trade, Minister? Which decade? This? 
The next?  
Christin Friis Bach: the trade barriers in Europe have been brought down significantly 
and in the world, and I have been following WCO negotiations for 25 years. They have 
achieved results. I’m a free trade fanatic. But it’s not gonna solve the problems. You can’t 
solve the problems by free trade alone.  
Dr. Evens: how long, how far have we got to go? We’ve got a long way to go, haven’t we? 
Christin Friis Bach: trade shall definitely increase, but you cannot go without aid as well.  
Clement Kjærsgaard: shall we turn to the question of the free marked. Frans Mikael, a 
final word. 
Frans Mikael Jansen: aid has a place to work. It does certain things; it doesn’t change the 
whole equation. We need to change the rules of the game and it is only the people who can 
change the rules for the game and that’s a path we are on. That’s why we are moving and 
making claims to our minister and to the EU and so on and working more and more as an 
international force to demand a change of the rules of the game, those that keep poor peo-
ple poor.  
Clement Kjærsgaard: final question in this round, Linda Polman, do you see the aid in-
dustry changing? Do you see there has been the kind of paradigm shift that Owen Barder 
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and Friis Bach acknowledge there has been changes going on and many of the criticism 
that you have made have basically been addressed?  
Linda Polman: what makes me always quite sad about aid is that they don’t need me they 
don’t need ud to tell them what is wrong because you’ve analyzed all the problems your-
selves. Stacks and stacks of evaluations of what went wrong this time and your good solu-
tions about what will go right the next time. And it doesn’t happen so the talk of change is 
actually greater than the actual change. This has to do with the fact that the aid industry has 
something to lose.   
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Appendix 2: Debat DR P1 August 26 2013 
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER: Skal Afrika ud af offerrollen eller forblive biodynamisk 
frilandsmuseum? Kritikken er regnet ned over udviklingsminister, Christian Friis Bach, 
efter at han i et interview gik til kamp mod Afrikas høvdinger og åbnede en debat om at 
åbne for at indføre privat ejendomsret og åbne for udenlandske flere investeringer. Så skrev 
60 afrikanske organisationer et åbent brev til 13 danske ambassader i Afrika under titlen: 
’Afrika har suverænitet og vil ikke acceptere at lade sig genkolonialisere’. Siden har debat-
ten raset med spørgsmål, om det kræver et opgør med Afrikas kulturelle struktur, for er 
nogle kulturer bedre end andre? Og skal Afrika moderniseres, så kontinentet ikke alene kan 
brødføde sin egen befolkning, men også resten af verden? Nej, siger Mellemfolkeligt 
samvirke og i studiet her i dagen P1 debat har vi forkvinde for MF, Helle Munk Ravnborg, 
velkommen til dig, og den Radikale udviklingsminister, Christian Friis Bach, som jo er år-
sag til debatten. Jeg hedder Eva Marie Møller. 
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Ja, Christian Friis Bach, allerførst skal vi have på det rene, hvor-
for er Afrika et offer?  
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Afrika er ikke et offer og det er en del af den debat, jeg gerne 
vil rejse. Og med de her 60, primært miljø organisationer, de synes jeg fastholder Afrika i 
rollen som offer, et Afrika det er synd for og de trækker kolonikortet og taler om koloni-
tiden. Afrika er meget længere end det. Afrika er et dynamisk kontinent fuld af unge, ve-
luddannede mennesker, som gerne vil have vækst og arbejdspladser, de vil gerne have ud-
landske investeringer og et dynamisk landbrug - det Afrika er der også, så det er det Afrika, 
jeg ofte møder, når jeg rejser dernede. 
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Ja, Helle Ravnborg, er Afrika et offer i dine øjne? 
 
HELLE MUNK RAVNBORG Det har været et offer, men jeg synes også at det her brev 
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det fortæller os noget, men jeg synes faktisk også, at det fortæller os lige præcis det mod-
satte. Jeg synes det her brev fortæller os, at vi i dag har et spirende og også et ret stærkt 
civilsamfund i Afrika, der forstår at sætte foden i, når der er noget de synes der er noget, 
der ikke kører den rigtig vej og et er det et tegn på. Afrika er heller ikke et offer i 
økonomisk forstand længere, de har muligheden for at vælge mellem mange forskellige 
handelspartnere, bistanden er på vej ned, den betyder slet ikke så meget i dag, som den 
gjorde, så der er rigtig mange ting der bærer i den retning.  
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Men Christian Friis Bach, du nævner ordet ’offerrolle’, altså er 
det vesten, der har givet Afrika en offerrolle, eller er det Afrika selv? 
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Jeg siger, Afrika skal netop ikke tage offerrollen heller… og 
ja, Afrika kan meget mere og vi skal stille krav til Afrika, ligesom Afrika forhåbentlig 
stiller krav til os og jeg forventer da, at der er både politikere og civilsamfundsorganisa-
tioner i Afrika, som kritiserer den europæiske landbrugspolitik, for den er stadig ikke god 
nok, ligesom jeg helt vil forbeholde mig retten til at gå ind i en åben debat om, hvad jeg 
mener  og hvordan vi tror, at det afrikanske landbrug kan udvikles. Og det som de her, nu 
er det jo altså, det er jo ikke sådan hele Afrika, det kommer til at fremstå som om, at hele 
Afrika har protesteret. Der er rigtig mange, der også har bakket op om det, jeg har sagt og 
der er netop rigtig mange, der ikke ønsker et Afrika uden investeringer, uden kunstgødning, 
uden moderne såsæd, uden indflydelse, de vil gerne have et Afrika, der engagere sig, de vil 
gerne have et Afrika, hvor vi er aktivt tilstede og med masser af udenlandske og afrikanske 
virksomheder, der arbejder sammen om at skabe vækst og arbejdspladser. Det er det mo-
derne Afrika og det er jo det Afrika, jeg gerne vil slå til lyd for. 
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Men Helle Munk Ravnborg, du mener jo, der er gået noget galt i 
debatten, når vi snakker om det her med offerrollen, hvad er det der er gået galt i dine 
øjne? 
 
HELLE MUNK RAVNBORG Jamen, jeg tror der er tre ting, der har fået de her protester 
til at rulle og ikke bare fra de afrikanske organisationer, men også nu i andre internationale 
sammenhænge… 
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EVA-MARIE MØLLER Ja, som i f.eks. jeres, som i Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke.. 
 
HELLE MUNK RAVNBORG Som i vores… som andre internationale sammenhænge, 
der har fået øje på den her sag. Og den ene ting er, at man… Danmark har altid været alles 
duks i bistandsklassen og nu kan man pludselig, og med god grund, stille spørgsmålstegn 
til, hvad er det der er den primære hensigt med den danske udviklingsbistand, det har fået 
rigtig mange organisationer op af stolen. Så er der hele tonen i debatten, nogle meget 
nedsættende ord, som vores minister har valgt at bruge med høvdinge, biodynamisk 
frilandsmuseum, at der er nogle romantikere, der gerne vil sidde omkring en høvding og 
sådan nogle ting. Der er ikke særlig mange, der genkender de billeder, som han forsøger at 
putte nogen ned i, og så er der frygten for… som er der og som er meget udbredt blandt 
mange i Afrika i dag for, at der kommer så store økonomiske investeringer, som kommer til 
at gavne et så uhyrligt lille fåtal af befolkningen og også skabe økologisk katastrofe.  
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Ja, det var jo rigtig mange ting, Christian Friis Bach, lad os 
gemme den der sidste, den med økonomiske investeringer til lidt senere. Men det som 
Helle Munk Ravnborg er inde på her det er, at du har ligesom skabt hvor du har såret og 
gjort organisationerne rasende ved at bruge ord som biodynamisk frilandsmuseum og 
sådan noget, hvorfor har du dog gjort det? 
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Altså, det brugte jeg efter jeg blev kaldt en kolonialist og at 
jeg ville genkolonialisere Afrika og jeg ved ikke hvad der kom af markante fra den anden 
ende, men altså jeg er fundamentalt uenig i noget af det, som Helle Munk Ravnborg siger 
og det dér med at pakke Afrika ind i vat fordi Afrika engang har været kolonialiseret, så må 
vi ikke sige vores mening om det afrikanske kontinent, det er jeg helt uenig i. Høvding-
esystemet det er der og det består og det undertrykker kvinders rettigheder og det 
fastholder fattige landmænd uden at de kan få privat ejendomsret til jord, så de kan in-
vestere i jorden, så de kan låne penge til jorden, så de får lyst til at de kan udvikle deres 
landbrug og så de kan blive beskyttet mod netop udenlandske, som ellers bare kan lave en 
aftale med høvdingen og få halvdelen af jorden og skubbe landmændene til side. Så det jeg 
har sagt det er, at kvinders rettigheder, privat ejendomsret det er afgørende vigtigt for at 
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udvikle det afrikanske landbrug og det står jeg helt ved. Så er der blevet lagt mig rigtig 
mange ord i munden efterfølgende og det er der med, at jeg har skjulte motiver, som Helle 
Munk Ravnborg også siger. Nej, jeg har det motiv, at jeg vil gerne udvikle det afrikanske 
landbrug og jeg er rigtig sikker på, at udenlandske investeringer det kommer til at spille en 
afgørende rolle for at få gang i det afrikanske landbrug og det er til gavn for Afrika, der er 
ikke noget der er vigtigere end landbrugsudvikling, hvis vi skal bekæmpe fattigdommen, 
hvis vi skal løse de enorme udfordringer, som Afrika står over for.  
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Ja, fordi i Afrika er der nemlig, som Christian Friis Bach taler 
om meget ofte kollektiv ejendomsret og i praksis bliver det ofte forvaltet af en høvding, 
eller også har man lande, hvor jorden er ejet af staten og så lejer staten ud til bønderne. 
Men hvis vi indførte den private ejendomsret, ville det så ikke give folk et større selveje og 
et ejerskab til deres jord og en øget produktion, Helle Ravnborg? 
 
HELLE MUNK RAVNBORG Altså, det er der jo mange der har gået og troet, og nu vil 
jeg lige sige, der er ikke nogen her, der taler om at pakke Afrika ind i vat, det kunne ikke 
lægge os fjernere, og det kunne heller ikke lægge os fjernere i Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke at 
sige, at der ikke skulle landbrugsudvikling. Sagen er jo, at der ikke er blevet givet bistand i 
nævneværdig grad til landbrugsudvikling gennem de sidste tyve år. Hvis man regner det ud 
pr. bondefamilie, så er der blevet givet i størrelsesordenen fem til seks dollar pr. år pr. fami-
lie, det kan man ikke forvente særlig meget for, så der er ikke nogen grund til at være over-
rasket over, at der ikke er sket så meget i Afrikas landbrug. Når man så snakker om de her 
kollektive rettigheder, ja, de bliver tit forvaltet gennem nogle lokale strukturer, vi kan ikke 
så godt lide at bruge ordet høvdinge, det er ikke det ord man normalt bruger, men der er 
nogle lokale strukturer, der forvalter den her jord. De steder, hvor de lokale strukturer er 
intakt, og dem er der stadig nogle af, der føler folk sig sikre på jorden og også sikre på, de 
kan give den i arv til deres børn. Men når de her private, individualiserede rettigheder 
vinder indpas, så begynder usikkerheden at sprede sig og det kan man se. Og det at man får 
de her rettigheder, hvis det kun er nogen der får dem, så kan man være ret sikker på, at det 
ikke er de fattigste der får dem og så opnår man sikkerhed for dem, som ikke er den 
primære målgruppe for dansk bistand.   
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EVA-MARIE MØLLER Men Helle Ravnborg, vi skal lige forstå, hvorfor spreder det us-
ikkerhed, hvis man ejer sin egen jord? Altså skal man ikke have, hvad skal vi sige, både 
rettighed til sin egen jord og i øvrigt også give kvinder ret til at eje of arve jord? Og det er 
der jo mange steder i Afrika, der ikke er. 
 
HELLE MUNK RAVNBORG det skaber usikkerhed for dem, der ikke opnår de her ret-
tigheder, fordi tit når de her indsatser er blevet gjort, så er de blevet gjort meget sådan 
punktuelt og så er der nogle der har fået – de bedre stillede, og så er der mange, der ikke 
har fået – de dårligere stillede. Og for alle dem der ikke har fået, der ved de godt, at de i 
dag står mere usikkert end de gjorde. Om det så skaber investeringer, når man får det her 
skøde… De steder, hvor vi har været ude, der er bankvæsenet stadig så utroværdigt og har 
så lille tillid i befolkningen, at der ikke er nogen der tør give deres skøde som sikkerhed for 
lån i banken, så de foretrækker andre former for sikkerhed for de investeringer, de skal 
lave, og vi kan ikke se nogle tegn på, at dem der har et skøde er mere tilbøjelige til at 
optage lån i banken og derfor mere tilbøjelige til at investere.  
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Christian Friis Bach, det lyder som om der er nogle praktiske fo-
rhindringer for at indføre privat ejendomsret? 
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Det er altså noget romantisk vrøvl, det vil jeg bare sige. Det 
her med at, ja, det skaber usikkerhed for dem der ikke får rettighederne. Ja, selvfølgelig gør 
det det, men det skaber sikkerhed for dem, der får dem. Og der er studier, der viser, at hvis 
man giver kvinder ret til at eje jorden, arve jorden, låne penge, så øger du landbrug-
sproduktionen med 15-20 %, det er virkelig til gavn for Afrikas landkvinder, for det er ofte 
kvinder, der står i spidsen for landbrugsproduktion og hvis de får et skøde på deres jord, så 
kan de stå op imod de lokale magthavere og som ellers prøver at tage det fra dem, de kan 
gå hen i banken og låne penge, og det virker, og der er talrige studier, der viser at det 
virker. Og det er jo altså også sådan, at i enhver landbrugsudvikling, så ender det typisk 
sådan, med veldefinerede ejendomsrettigheder, skøder på jorden, og det fungerer. Det an-
det du siger, som jeg synes er noget vrøvl, det er det her med, at Afrikas landbrug har ikke 
udviklet sig fordi de ikke har fået bistand fra os. Altså, nu er jeg godt nok bistandsminister, 
eller hvad man kalder det, og jeg synes udviklingssamarbejdet og bistanden er en rigtig 
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god ide. Men det er altså ikke vores bistand, der skal redde de afrikanske landmænd, det er 
simpelthen noget vrøvl også at sige, at det er derfor det ikke har udviklet sig fordi vi ikke 
har givet dem bistand nok. Det har ikke udviklet sig i Afrika fordi de netop ikke har prior-
iteret det selv i de her lande, fordi staten har siddet på jorden, fordi staten har beskattet 
landmændene, fordi staten i de her lande ikke har investeret i rådgivning og infrastruktur 
og alt hvad, der skal til for at de her landbrug kommer til at fungere og det er derfor… 
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Men Christian Friis Bach… 
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Vi kan hjælpe, vi kan støtte, men der er så mange barrierer 
og kulturelle barrierer og historiske og politiske barrierer i Afrika for at landmændene kan 
udvikle sig. Det er det jeg har sagt, det skal vi simpelthen sige og det skal vi sige klart, at 
det er den største barriere for udvikling af Afrikas landbrug. 
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Fordi, Christian Friis Bach, for at opsummere din pointe, er det 
så, altså, Afrika har jo fødevaremangel, befolkningsvækst og har i øvrigt store 
klimaproblemer, er den største forhindring for at Afrika kan, hvad skal vi sige, udvikle sig, 
er det den private ejendomsret? Er det det du mener? 
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Nej, men det er del af løsningen. Øh, privat ejendomsret fun-
gerer ikke i sig selv og det er også derfor, at så ser man, at så kommer der ikke til at ske det 
helt store alligevel, men det er fordi de ikke har moderne såsæd og det er fordi de ikke har 
adgang til lån og det er fordi der er en masse andre ting. Landbrugsudvikling er svært, men 
når jeg har sagt biodynamisk frilandsmuseum om noget af det som mine kritikere har sagt, 
så er det fordi, ikke alene indsiger de her kritikere uha, privat ejendomsret skal vi passe på 
med, men de siger også, Afrika, vi skal have fødevaresuverænitet og der mener de, vi skal 
kun producere fødevarer til os selv, vi skal holde investorerne ude, vi skal bruge vores tra-
ditionelle såsæd, for den har vi jo altid brugt, vi skal ikke have kunstgødning, vi skal ikke 
have sprøjtemidler. Det er jeg bare uenig i. vi skal lave bæredygtigt landbrug og vi skal 
lave miljømæssigt, forsvarligt landbrug i Afrika, men der er virkelig brug for, at Afrika får 
investeringer i landbruget og der er brug for, at Afrika producere fødevarer. Og det kan de, 
ikke bare til sig selv, men også til resten af verden. Afrika kan blive en grøn brødkurv og 
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det er det vi skal kæmpe for.  
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Helle Munk Ravnborg… 
 
HELLE MUNK RAVNBORG Ja, men det er jo vejen der hen, der er den interessante, det 
er sjældent det at komme frem og vejen der hen, i det her tilfælde, når det handler om ret-
tigheder, utrolig vigtig. Så vi skal være sikre på, at med de indsatser, som vi bakker op om, 
som mange lande er i gang med nu. Mange lande har jo faktisk reformeret deres jordlov-
givning eller har været i gang med det inde for de sidste 10-20 år og de anerkender forskel-
lige typer af rettigheder fordi de ved at vejen dertil, hvor nogen gerne vil hen, måske er det 
sted vi alle sammen kommer til at havne, hvor Christian gerne vil have os hen i en fart 
(Friis Bach fniser), den er rigtig lang og den er rigtig besværlig og vi skal være sikre på, at 
vi går der hen på en måde, så vi får både kvinderne og de fattige med. Uden det, så mister 
vi målet og mister fokus fra det, som den danske bistand skal bidrage til. Og det er jeg me-
get optaget af og det er Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke også.  
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Christian Friis Bach, hvis vi gennem vores bistand stiller krav 
om, at der skal åbnes endnu mere for udenlandske investeringer, risikerer vi så ikke, at det 
bliver f.eks. kineserne, der bliver, det har vi jo læst meget om, at de køber land op i Afrika 
og oven i købet importere deres egen arbejdskraft, hvordan vil det egentlig hjælpe Afrika, 
hvis det er sådan nogle krav, du stiller med bistanden? 
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Jo, men jeg synes det er godt, kineserne har investeret i Af-
rika… 
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER hvorfor det? 
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Men jeg synes også de skal gøre det ordentligt, de skal gøre 
det på en ordentlig måde, og der hvor kineserne netop har været inde og fået store arealer 
jord, det har været med uklart defineret ejendomsrettigheder, og vi støtter op om nogle in-
ternationale principper for netop at styrke landenes mulighed for selv at styre de her in-
vesteringer og vi skal styrke landmændenes egne organisationer til så de kan stå op imod 
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det pres, der er fra kinesere eller andre udenlandske investeringer. Vi skal støtte 
miljøbevægelsen, så de kan sige det skal foregå miljømæssigt forsvarligt og de der kræfter, 
men det kan Afrika godt selv, vi behøver heller ikke sige uha nej, vi skal sige at kineserne 
skal holde sig ude fordi det igen er synd for Afrika og fordi Afrika ikke kan stå op imod det 
– det kan Afrika godt, de skal bare i gang og så skal de have investeringer, også fra kin-
eserne, men de skal sørge for det er miljømæssigt og etisk og i orden, selvfølgelig, det er 
gode arbejdspladser, det er grønne arbejdspladser og det er bæredygtigt landbrug. Men det, 
det skal vi arbejde for og det er lige præcis det vi gør. Men at sige uh nej, der må ikke 
komme investeringer for Afrika er ikke klar og kolonitid og uha. Nej. Gang i den i Afrika, 
det er det vi gerne vi sige. 
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Helle Munk Ravnborg, risikerer man ikke, med din strategi og 
Mellemfolkelig Samvirkes strategi, at, ligesom, holde Afrika uden for den udvikling, der 
sker i resten af verden? Du taler meget om vejen der hen og vi skal være varsomme med at 
indføre privat ejendomsret og udenlandske investeringer. Men Afrika er vel nødt til at være 
en spiller på hele verdens markedsøkonomi og handle varer på samme vilkår som alle an-
dre, eller hvordan? 
 
HELLE MUNK RAVNBORG Nu tror jeg vi bliver lagt nogle motiver i skoene også. Vi 
snakker jo ikke om, at man skal være varsom med udenlandske investeringer sådan over én 
kam, vi snakker jo netop om, vi undrer os over, at de her frivillige retningslinjer for jor-
dovertagelser og jord… adgang til jord ikke er blevet nævnt af vores minister, som det vi 
skal bakke op omkring. Vi snakker jo netop om, at alle de her institutioner, som vi jo i det 
daglige bistandsarbejde og også i de civilsamfundsorganisationer, som Mellemfolkeligt 
Samvirke arbejder sammen med skal styrkes, så de kan råbe højt nok, når der foregår nogle 
ting, som ikke foregår efter lovens bogstaver. Så vi skal i den grad bakke op om at de lov-
givninger, som er i landene og de institutioner som er i landene bliver stærke nok til at for-
valte den lovgivning ordenligt til alles bedste.  
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Christian Friis Bach… 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH jo, men vi må jo heller ikke gå så langt, i alle vores forbehold 
og alt vores måske lidt nogen gange, synes jeg misforståede kulturforståelse, så vi ligesom 
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netop bare siger at Afrika skal koble sig af i det næste 10, 20, 30 år indtil der så er nogen 
der bliver klar… 
 
HELLE MUNK RAVNBORG Det tror jeg så heller ikke der er nogen der snakker om… 
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Men det er jo lidt det, der bliver sagt i det brev, at vi skal 
holde investeringerne ude, vi skal holde såsæden ude, vi skal holde kunstgødningen ude, vi 
skal holde rigtig mange ting ude og det er jo også lidt det, der ligger i din retorik her, Helle 
Munk Ravnborg, det her med ’Afrika er ikke klar, vi skal være meget forsigtige’. Ja, pro-
ces, det tager tid og Afrika har en lang vej foran sig, men det som jeg også har sagt og som 
har provokeret mange det er at Afrika, håber jeg, kommer til at gennemgå den udvikling, 
som det tog os 200 år at gennemgå, som det tog Sydkorea 20 år eller 30 år at gennemgå, 
den skal Afrika også gennemgå forhåbentligt på meget kort tid sådan så de kan komme ud 
af fattigdommen og skabe vækst og arbejdspladser og alt det den afrikanske befolkning 
drømmer om, og de unge dynamiske mennesker er der i Afrika og stadig flere af dem og de 
bliver bedre og bedre uddannede og de kan noget, de vil noget og de gør noget. Og det er 
jo det moderne Afrika vi skal bakke op om.  
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER og det skal du lige svare på, Helle Munk Ravnborg… 
 
HELLE MUNK RAVNBORG Jeg er simpelthen ikke enig i, at det protestbrev handler 
om, at vi ikke vil have investeringer og vi ikke vil have ændringer i landbrugsproduktio-
nen. Det handler om hvis interesser, der skal sættes foran i den her udvikling og skal sættes 
forrest og det som man godt kunne komme til at tro, men det er dejligt hvis ikke det er 
tilfældet det er at det er vores interesser, der skal skubbes foran og ikke hensynet til at få en 
produktion op og stå, som skaber nok arbejdsplader og skaber nok mad til Afrikas befolk-
ning, for de har mest brug for det.  
EVA-MARIE MØLLER vi skal tale lidt om, om Afrika kan brødføde dele af resten af 
verden. Og i 2050 vil Afrikas befolkning være fordoblet. Men du siger, Christian Friis 
Bach og du har sagt det flere gange her i dag, at Afrika har et potentiale og de vil i løbet af 
en generation gå fra at være fødevareimporterende til at blive en grøn brødkurv for hele 
verden. Skal Afrika simpelthen hjælpe os med at brødføde hele verden? 
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CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Ja, det skal Afrika og vi skal hjælpe Afrika med andre ting og 
sådan er globaliseringen og Afrika har enormt potentiale og så synes jeg man er et skarn 
hvis ikke man siger ’udnyt det, kom, producer, dyrk og forarbejd og send og tjen penge’. 
Landbruget er den allervigtigste sektor, hvis vi skal have fattige mennesker ud af fat-
tigdommen. Der kan vi hive millioner af mennesker i Afrika ud af fattigdommen, vi kan 
skabe arbejdspladser, vækst og velstand med landbugssektoren og det er det, og det kræver 
altså også at de engagere sig og i det internationale marked, at man handler langt mere, at 
de sælger på det globale marked og vi investerer i Afrika. Så der skal Afrika være og der er 
det jo lidt den her med fødevaresuverænitet, som de afrikanske fødevareorganisationer, 
som har skrevet til mig, de siger ’nej, Afrika skal ikke brødføde resten af verden’. Jo, Af-
rika har et kæmpe potentiale, lad os da endelig bruge det. Det vil være godt for Afrika og 
det vil være godt for de afrikanske landmænd og for de afrikanske samfund, og så vil det 
også være godt for verden.  
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Helle Munk Ravnborg, hvorfor skal Afrika ikke brødføde resten 
af verden? Vil det ikke netop skabe en øget produktion med en større handel?  
 
HELLE MUNK RAVNBORG altså jeg står der at jeg vil sige det tilkommer ikke os at 
sige hvad Afrika skal, det skal afrikanerne selv finde ud af. Men de kan brødføde resten af 
verden og hvis de finder at de får et godt bytte ud af det, det må vi jo hjælpe til at de får, så 
vil det da være en rigtig fin ting at gøre. Der er ingen tvivl om, at landbrugssektoren spiller 
en helt afgørende rolle hvis vi skal have forbedret levevilkårene for de mange mange mil-
lioner, der lever et usselt liv i dag. Så der er ingen tvivl om, at der skal landbrugsudvikling 
til og der er også masser af potentiale for det og vi kan bakke op med vores bistand, in-
vesteringer fra andre kan bakke op, så der er rigtig rigtig gode muligheder, men ’skal’ det 
skal vi ikke komme og fortælle, ’kan’, ja. 
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Christian Friis Bach, Europa og Afrika har jo sådan lidt en nega-
tiv historie fordi vi koloniserede jo Afrika tidligere og der er nogle traditioner og måske 
nogle kulturelle ting, der hænger fast. Er der ikke for, hvis vi ligesom opfordrer Afrika til 
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ligesom at producere endnu mere og begynde at købe deres varer, at det bliver billig ar-
bejdskraft og vi giver for lidt for deres fødevarer? Bliver de så ikke udnyttet igen? 
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Altså nu, Helle Munk Ravnborg siger jeg ikke må sige hvad 
Afrika skal, men jeg synes Helle Munk Ravnborg, du har ret travlt med at sige hvad Afrika 
ikke skal og det synes jeg jo i virkeligheden måske er værre. Og jeg synes netop vi skal 
sige, Afrika skal virkelig udnytte og udbygge deres landbrugssektor, det er jeg, de skal 
sikre kvinderne bedre rettigheder, det er jeg ikke bleg for at sige, for det synes jeg er 
vigtigt. Jeg har fuld forståelse for at det vil tage tid og det vil være bøvlet og besværligt, 
jeg har helt forståelse for at der er en historie og der er en kolonitid, som stadigvæk spiller 
en rolle. Mit budskab er bare, det er ikke det de unge mennesker i Afrika spekulerer over, 
det hører man fra Mosevini og Mugabe og de gamle hanelefanter i Afrika, som stadigvæk 
taler om kolonitiden. De unge, de gider ikke tale om det mere, de vil tale om fremtiden, de 
vil tale om arbejdspladser og vækst og de ser ikke os som nogle der udnytter dem, og når 
jeg tager til Afrika, så sidder de jo ikke bare med hatten i hånden og siger ’kom med jeres 
bistand først’. Nej, de siger, ’vi vil have virksomheder, vi vil have investeringer fra Dan-
mark, vi vil gerne have I kommer virkelig og bygger partnerskaber op med afrikanske virk-
somheder og investerer i vores landbrugssektor, får forarbejdningen til at fungere, det er I 
gode til i Danmark. Kom invester, handl med os’. Det er det de siger i Afrika og det er ikke 
udnyttelse. Det er til gavn for Danmark, ja, heldigvis, men det er i den grad til gavn for Af-
rika, det er det de afrikanske lande over en kam, det de afrikanske unge gerne vil have.  
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Men Helle Munk Ravnborg, hvorfor frygter du det vil en ud-
nyttelse, at hvis Afrika skal begynde at brødføde resten af verden?   
 
HELLE MUNK RAVNBORG Jamen det siger jeg heller ikke jeg frygter det skal blive. 
Det kommer jo an på, hvordan det kommer til at ske. Det vi kan se det er at Stordriftsland-
brug ikke skaber alle de arbejdsplader, som rigtig mange snakker om, der er nogle tal fra 
verdensbanken, som ellers plejer at være meget for udenlandske investeringer. De siger der 
bliver skabt ét job i majsdyrkning pr. kvadratkilometer, så det kommer aldrig nogensinde 
til at stå mål med det antal mennesker, som bliver skubbet ud fra den kvadratkilometer, 
hvis nogle andre overtager retten til at bruge den jord og det er er stort problem, så hvis vi 
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skal måle de ting der sker på antallet af arbejdspladser og kvaliteten af de biologiske miljø 
og det fodaftryk, som bliver sat, så kan vi snakke om det og vi skal også være villige til at 
reagere på det vi ser og det er ikke os her, der skal gøre det, det er den afrikanske befolk-
ning, de afrikanske organisationer, som skal ind i den dialog med deres regeringer og med 
os ude fra.  
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Ja, og netop her til sidst, Christian Friis Bach, det er om befolk-
ningerne suverænitet, altså kommer vi ikke til at optræde som kolonisatorer? Er det ikke 
afrikanerne selv, der skal fatte ideen om det her du taler om, både ligestilling og økologisk 
landbrug osv.? 
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH det er… og det forstår afrikanerne godt, der er millioner af 
afrikanere, der kæmper for det.  
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER Jamen, hvorfor skal vi sige det til dem? 
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Jamen, vi skal da sige vores mening. Nu kan det da godt 
være jeg har lidt nordjyske rødder og godt kan lide at sige tingene som de er. Vi skal sige 
vores mening og menneskerettighederne er jo ikke noget der er vores ide eller noget, det er 
helt fundamentalt. 
 
EVA-MARIE MØLLER nej, men vi siger, ifølge… ’for at I kan få bistand skal I lige lytte 
til os’. 
 
CHRISTIAN FRIIS BACH Nej, vi bidrager til at styrke alle de kræfter der kæmper for 
forandringer i Afrika og jeg vil bare sige, jeg går jo ikke rundt og siger, som Helle Munk 
Ravnborg for det til at se ud som om jeg går rundt og siger at vi skal bare have nogle 
kæmpe store investeringer og skubbe landmændene væk og så dyrke det intensivt. Nej, jeg 
snakker netop om jordrettigheder for fattige landmænd og kvinders rettigheder og hvordan 
det kan drive forandringerne i Afrika. Og de lande der gør det godt, Etiopien for eksempel, 
de har virkelig forandret deres landbrug og skabt vækst og velstand og det er det Afrika 
skal have og det er det moderne Afrika, det vil jeg gerne bakke op om.  
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EVA-MARIE MØLLER Ja, og så er der 20 sekunder til dig Helle Munk Ravnborg… 
 
HELLE MUNK RAVNBORG vi skal hele tiden benytte os af at måle på de indsatser vi 
laver, så vi er sikre på de peger den rigtige vej og så vil jeg sådan ønske at vores minister 
slår fast, at det primære formål med dansk bistand det er at hjælpe de fattige ud af fat-
tigdom og sikre der ikke er så meget usikkerhed globalt og nationalt.     
 
 
 
 
